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ABSTRACT
PLASMA CATALYSIS USING LOW MELTING POINT METALS
Maria Carreon
October 30, 2015
Plasma catalysis is emerging as one of the most promising alternatives to carry
out several reactions of great environmental importance, from the synthesis of
nanomaterials to chemicals of great interest. However, the combined effect of a catalyst
and plasma is not clear. For the particular case of 1-D nanomaterials growth, the low
temperatures synthesis is still a challenge to overcome for its scalable manufacturing on
flexible substrates and thin metal foils.
Herein, the use of low-melting-point metal clusters under plasma excitation was
investigated to determine the effectiveness in their ability to catalyze the growth of 1-D
nanomaterials. Specifically, plasma catalysis using Gallium (Ga) was studied for the
growth of silicon nanowires. The synthesis experiments using silane in hydrogen flow
over Ga droplets in the presence of plasma excitation yielded tip-led growth of silicon
nanowires. In the absence of plasma, Ga droplets did not lead to silicon nanowire growth,
indicating the plasma-catalyst synergistic effect when using Ga as catalyst. The resulting
nanowires had a 1:1 droplet diameter to nanowire diameter relationship when the droplet
diameters were less than 100 nm. From 100 nm to a micron, the ratio increased from 1:1
to 2:1 due to differences with wetting behavior as a function of droplet size. The growth
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experiments using Ga droplets derived from the reduction of Gallium oxide nanoparticles
resulted in silicon nanowires with size distribution similar to that of Gallium oxide
nanoparticles. Systematic experiments over 100 ºC – 500 ºC range suggest that the lowest
temperature for the synthesis of silicon nanowires using the plasma-gallium system is 200
ºC.
A set of experiments using Ga alloys with aluminum and gold was also
conducted. The results show that both Ga rich alloys (Ga-Al and Ga-Au) allowed the
growth of silicon nanowires at a temperature as low as 200 ºC. This temperature is the
lowest reported when using either pure Al or Au. The estimated activation energy barrier
for silicon nanowire growth kinetics using Al-Ga alloy (~48.6 kJ/mol) was higher
compared to that using either pure Ga or Ga-Au alloy (~34 kJ/mol).
The interaction between Ga and hydrogen was measured experimentally by
monitoring pressure changes in a Ga packed batch reactor at constant temperature. The
decrease of the pressure inside the reactor when the Ga was exposed to plasma indicated
the absorption of hydrogen in Ga. The opposite effect is observed when the plasma is
turned off suggesting that hydrogen desorbed from Ga. This experimental observation
suggests that Ga acts as hydrogen sink in the presence of plasma. The formation of Ga-H
species in the Ga surface and in the bulk as intermediate is suggested to be responsible
for the dehydrogenation of silyl radicals from the gas phase and subsequently for
selective dissolution of silicon into molten Ga. The proposed reaction mechanism is also
consistent with the experimentally determined activation barrier for growth kinetics (~34
kJ/mol). In addition, theoretical simulations using VASP (Vienna Ab-initio Simulation
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Package) were used to study atomic hydrogen – molten Ga interactions. The simulation
results suggest significant interaction of atomic hydrogen with molten Ga through
formation of Ga-H species on the surface and fast diffusion through bulk Ga while
supporting the proposed model to explain the Plasma-Ga synergistic effect.
Finally, plasma synthesis of silicon nanotubes using sacrificial zinc oxide
nanowire thin film as a template was investigated for lithium ion battery anode
applications. The silicon nanotube anode showed high initial discharge capacity during
the first cycle of 4600 mAh g−1 and good capacity retention (3600 mAh g−1 after 20
cyles). The silicon nanotubes preserved their morphology after cycling and the observed
performance was attributed to the change in phase from nanocrystalline silicon
hydrogenated (nc-Si:H) to amorphous silicon hydrogenated (a-Si:H) during lithiation.
This dissertation demonstrated the plasma synergism with molten metals during
vapor-liquid-solid growth of silicon nanowires. A model based on atomic hydrogen
interactions with molten metals under plasma excitation has been proposed and validated
through systematic experimental studies involving Ga and its alloys with gold and
aluminum and theoretical studies involving first principles computations. Finally, the
plasma-Ga system has been used to grow successfully silicon nanowires on various
technologically

useful

substrates

at

temperatures

vii

as

low

as

200

ºC.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
There are several grand challenges in energy conversion and storage technologies
that require transformational advances in the discovery of new materials and processes.
Specific examples include: 1) Efficient catalytic processes for reactions with tremendous
impact on the environment and food production include carbon dioxide reduction and
synthesis of ammonia; 2) Catalytic processes for conversion of electricity to chemicals
for large scale storage; and 3) Scalable manufacturing of functional nanoscale materials
such as nanowire arrays on thin metal foils and/or plastic substrates for cost effective
production of energy conversion and storage device technologies.
Typically, the use of catalytic metals had allowed the synthesis of 1-D
nanomaterials such as nanowires using a method known as vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) by
the dissociative dissolution of precursors at temperatures higher than the respective
eutectic temperatures for the catalytic metals. However, the use of high temperatures,
typically needed with this method, limits the use of such traditional approaches toward
large scale manufacturing. A promising approach for achieving the low temperature
synthesis for 1-D nanostructures is the combined use of a low melting point metal and
plasma. In this case, the low temperature synthesis can be achieved by the capacity of the
low melting point metal to form a eutectic with the precursors at low temperature and the
plasma ability to dissociate the gas precursor. The combined effect of the presence of
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these two essential elements, a metal and plasma excitation, is termed here as plasma
catalysis. However, the beneficial effect of plasma excitation and low-melting metals
such as Ga and its alloys has not been understood. If understood properly, this process
could be used for growing 1-D materials over large areas at low temperatures on various
substrates.
In addition, the plasma catalysis scheme describe here using low-melting metals
could be used for addressing other grand challenges with energy-environment and
energy-food security nexus. CO2 is a greenhouse gas that contributes to the climate
change. If captured, it could be utilized by reducing it to precursors or chemicals of
common use. However, to date, there is no effective and selective catalyst known to
perform the CO2 reduction reaction. On the other hand, the use of ammonia as precursor
for fertilizers and building block for the synthesis of pharmaceuticals make this chemical
of great interest but its synthesis process needs to be improved. The production of
ammonia is accomplished using the Haber-Bosch process which requires high pressures
and temperatures making it energy intensive.
In this dissertation, plasma catalysis involving low-melting metals is proposed as
the plasma catalysis scheme generically for addressing various materials growth and
catalytic processes. See the schematic in Figure 1.1.1. Even though, the use of a metal
and plasma combined had been applied to improve catalysis of reactions of great interest
such as the hydrogen production, this area still needs a transformational change.
Fundamental understanding of the interaction of excited species with the metals used can
enable rational design of processes involving plasma-catalysis. Greater understanding of
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plasma-metal synergistic effect is needed within the context of silicon nanowire synthesis
using low-melting metals. It is hoped that the resulting insight into the mechanistic
understanding of plasma-catalyst could provide a basis for the application of such plasma
catalysis technique for other applications such as chemical reactions of great importance
as indicated in Figure 1.1.1.

Figure 1.1.1 Schematic of the proposed plasma-catalysis concept and its implications
with both materials synthesis and catalyzing chemical reactions.
1.1 Plasma catalysis for one-dimensional materials
The use of catalytic metals such as gold and related materials allowed the
synthesis of nanowires through selective dissolution when performed at temperatures
much above their eutectic temperatures. The use of plasma over catalytic metal clusters
has been shown to reduce synthesis temperatures to near or below the eutectic
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temperature. It has been demonstrated that the role of the plasma when using catalytic
metals is to increase significantly the growth rate1, and as mentioned before, the growth
of nanowires can be achieved at significant lower temperatures than using similar neutral
gas-based processes2. Gold is thought as the catalytic metal required for the VLS growth
of nanowires to happen3,

4, 5, 6

. However, gold is a deep level impurity in silicon and

introduces electronic states in the band gap degrading the carrier mobility. Furthermore, it
is not possible to achieve the growth of silicon nanowires at temperatures lower than 380
ºC even with the use of plasma. As a consequence, it is expected that the use of
alternative metals with low eutectic temperatures can allow particularly the synthesis of
silicon nanowires at low temperatures. Gallium forms eutectics with silicon at
temperatures as low as 29 ºC7. However, in comparison with highly catalytic metals such
as gold, gallium is not catalytic for the selective dissolution kinetics for silicon nanowire
growth. Thus, in order to make the silicon nanowire growth possible using gallium, it has
been shown that the presence of high density hydrogen radicals can assist the synthesis8, 9,
10

. Another important difference with low melting point metals such as gallium is the

considerably low solubility of silicon and related materials. Such low solubility has been
attributed to nucleation of multiple nanowires from single Ga droplet. Multiple nanowires
have been observed to grow out of a metal droplet in the case of molten metals, such as
gallium11, 12, 9 and indium13. Thus, to achieve the growth of one nanowire with a gallium
droplet at its tip –‘tip-led’ growth- at low temperatures it is necessary to avoid the
supersaturation of the gallium droplet in the initial stages.
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Even though the plasma synergism with catalytic metals has been observed in
several hydrocarbon reforming reactions using catalytic metals14,15,16 a complete
understanding of this effect in low melting point metals has not been addressed yet.
Preliminary data on the growth of silicon nanowires using gallium in the presence of
plasma suggests that there is some sort of plasma-catalyst synergic effect. Under the
presence of plasmas, low melting point metals that are not catalytic under typical
conditions, have a synergistic interaction with plasma that allows them to behave as
hydrogen sinks, that leads to the formation of hydrogenated metallic species that will
mediate the growth reaction at very low temperatures. It is also of great interest to
understand whether such synergistic effects could be exploited for other reactions and
also in designing catalysts for plasma environments.
1.2 Plasma catalysis for important chemical conversion reactions
Plasma itself has allowed performing reactions of great interest. However, the
necessity of a suitable catalyst is still a major need in order to improve the selectivity of
these reactions. The use of only plasma for the breakage of the CO2 molecules has
already been reported17. Plasma reaction, which is based on non-equilibrium state, have
shown the possibility to provide a less energy-intensive reduction path18. However, there
is still the need of an appropriate catalyst to perform this reaction at moderate plasma
conditions and with improved selectivity. In the case of the ammonia production reaction,
when using traditional catalysis, is the dissociative absorption of nitrogen which imposes
a major challenge. Nevertheless, in the case of plasma catalysis this situation changes
completely. Recently, the use of plasma catalysis has emerged as a promising alternative
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for the synthesis of ammonia at milder conditions. The non-equilibrium plasma approach
allows the generation of NH radicals when using a N2/H2 mixture making possible to
obtain ammonia. Besides, it has been observed an enhancement in the ammonia yield
when the metal used as catalyst is placed in the plasma region which indicates a
synergism between the catalyst and the plasma19.
1.3 Objectives
The overall objective of this dissertation is to study the synergistic impact of
plasma activation with low melting point metals as ‘catalysts’ applied for vapor-liquidsolid growth of 1-D materials. A clear mechanistic understanding for one-dimensional
growth of materials using plasma-catalysis involving low-melting metals can lead to the
application of the basic concepts gained toward addressing several reactions of great
technological and environmental interest. So, the main objective of this dissertation is to
introduce the concept of plasma catalysis of low melting point metals for the growth of
silicon nanowires.
Specific objectives of the dissertation include the following:
a) The mechanistic understanding of plasma excitation of gas phase with the molten
metals.
b) The low temperature synthesis limit for silicon nanowires when using plasma catalysis
approach along with Ga and Ga alloys.
c) Demonstrate the use of the synthetized silicon nanowires as an interesting strain
relaxation platform for lithium insertion and extraction for LIBs application
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d) Development of an alternative conventional silicon nanostructure, such as silicon
nanotubes, as anodes for lithium ion batteries at low temperature using plasma.
The specific deliverables of this dissertation are:
(i)

A clear insight of the synergism between plasma and Ga, a low melting point
metal.

(ii)

The low-temperature limit for synthesis of silicon nanowires using synergistic
effect between plasma-low melting metal catalyst.

(iii)

The development of a silicon nanostructure as anode for LIBs with potential
scalability.
The outcomes of this dissertation have the potential to establish the plasma

catalysis concept for both synthesis of one-dimensional materials and catalyzing several
important reactions. The synthesis of Si nanowires at temperatures below 250 ºC will
enable scalable manufacturing of 1-D nanostructures on plastic substrates and thin metal
foils.
1.4 Organization of this dissertation
This dissertation is divided into nine chapters. Chapter 1 introduces to the growth
of silicon nanowires using metals as catalysts, the energy and material challenges that the
plasma catalysis technique can potentially address and the need for the understanding and
development of the proposed plasma catalysis concept.
Chapter 2 includes a detailed review of the plasma-catalysis for 1-D materials,
particularly the VLS growth of nanowires. This review includes the use of plasma for
nanowire growth with traditional and nontraditional metals. Also, this chapter discussed
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the challenge for growing silicon nanowires at low temperatures and the state of the art
approaches for addressing this challenge. Finally, the current status of plasma catalysis
schemes for energy and environmental challenges is also reviewed.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental methods used for the synthesis of a) silicon
nanowires using the plasma-catalysis approach, b) silicon nanotube thin films using
plasma both at low temperature, c) the methodology used for measuring hydrogen
absorption under plasma excitation, and d) characterization and testing techniques
employed to evaluate the performance of the synthetized samples.
Chapter 4 discusses the results obtained with silicon nanowires using Ga catalyst
in the presence of plasma. Chapter 5 describes the results obtained with silicon nanowire
growth using Ga alloys with Au and Al.
Chapter 6 explores the gallium-hydrogen interaction in the presence of plasma by
hydrogen absorption measurements. Also the nitrogen absorption measurements are
presented in order to validate the possible use of Ga for the ammonia synthesis. Chapter 7
describes the capacity and durability of silicon nanowire array and amorphous silicon
nanotube thin film anode in lithium ion battery applications. Chapter 8 presents the future
work that can be done in order to address the limitations of the research presented in this
dissertation. And finally Chapter 9 summarizes the main conclusions of this work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
In this chapter, the basic principles involved with vapor-liquid-solid (VLS)
approach for one-dimensional materials are discussed. Specifically a detailed review of
the state of the art on plasma-catalyst synergistic effect on lowering synthesis
temperatures for 1-D materials is presented. In addition to growing 1-D materials, a
review of the use of plasmas and plasma catalysis concepts for important chemical
reactions is provided.

2.1 Plasma catalysis for 1-D materials: catalyst assisted growth of nanowires
Catalysts are used for growth of one-dimensional materials both at micron and
nanoscales using a mechanism known as Vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) originally proposed in
196420. This mechanism essentially consists of three main steps: (1) the catalytic
dissolution of precursor species on the surface of a metal particle, (2) diffusion of the
precursor through and/or on the surface of the catalytic particle and (3) nucleation and
growth of the 1-D nanostructure. In order to catalyze the selective dissolution, it is
common to use various catalytic metals such as Au5,

21, 22

and related materials. The

synthesis is typically performed much above the eutectic temperatures to enable rapid
mixing and diffusion through molten alloy. Other than gold, researchers have shown
success with the use of catalytic metals such as Ni23, Fe24, Cu25, Ag26 and Co27.
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Figure 2.1.1 Schematic illustration of silicon nanowire growth using vapor-liquid-solid
(VLS) mechanism. The SEM image is taken from reference20
As shown in Figure 2.1.1, the silicon tetrachloride and hydrogen precursor gases
react on gold cluster leading to selective dissolution of silicon into molten gold cluster.
The alloying of silicon with gold leads to gold-silicon alloys whose melting point
(eutectic temperature) is much less than those of both silicon and gold. The subsequent
precipitation from gold-silicon alloy leads to one-dimensional growth of silicon.
Typically, the synthesis temperature for crystalline silicon nanowires tends to be much
above its eutectic temperatures anywhere from 550 ºC – 900 ºC using catalytic metals.
2.1.1 Plasma-catalyst synergistic effects
The use of plasma activation of gas phase over traditional catalytic metal clusters has
been shown to reduce synthesis temperatures to near the eutectic temperature. This is the
case of Au28 where the synthesis temperature has been lowered to 380 ºC when using
PECVD . Also, the role of plasma along with catalytic metals is shown to significantly
increase the growth rate, along with lowering synthesis temperature compared to those
using neutral gas-based processes.2, 29, 30
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Despite the successful reduction in temperature when using gold clusters as catalysts and
plasma, there exists a low temperature limit for the nanowire growth to happen. The main
effects of plasma are ionization of gas phase precursors, creating radicals and selective
heating of catalyst metal clusters through radical recombination31. In addition, the
selective dissolution is also enhanced through enhanced adsorption onto catalytic metal
surfaces. The low temperature limit is probably set by the diffusion through catalyst
controls the nanowire growth kinetics.
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Table 2.1.1 List of typical catalytic metals and synthesis temperatures used for VLS
growth.

System
used

Catalyst
metal

Si
Si

Au
Au

GaN

GaN

GaN

InGaN
SiOxNy

GaN

Si

GaN

Si

Au

Au

Au
Au

Ni

Ni

Fe

Co

Ag

Synthesis
temperature
traditional
method
550 ºC-900 ºC5
1000 ºC32
960 ºC33

960 ºC33

960 ºC33

-------

900 ºC23

1000 ºC24

Eutectic
temperature
363 ºC
363 ºC
~490 ºC*34
*Au-Ga liquid
phase when the
alloy is rich in Ga
~490 ºC*34
*Au-Ga liquid
phase when the
alloy is rich in Ga
~490 ºC*34
*Au-Ga liquid
phase when the
alloy is rich in Ga
---963 ºC*39
*Si-Ni eutectic

895 ºC*
*Ni-Ga liquid
phase

1200 ºC42

800 ºC-1050 ºC27

~910 ºC*27
*formation of
miscible alloys of
Ga-N-catalyst

490 ºC- 500 ºC26

836 ºC26
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Synthesis
temperature
plasma method

Plasma system
used

380 ºC28
380 ºC28

PECVD
PECVD

900 ºC35

Dielectric barrier
discharge (DBD)

850 ºC36

PEHFCVD

900 º C37

DBD

700-750 ºC38

PACVD

300 ºC40

RF

41

730 ºC

-----

Plasma assisted
molecular beam
epitaxy
Arc Plasma*43
*Formation of
FeSi nanowires
(autocatalized)

-----

-----

-----

------

It is also important to understand various aspects of plasma activation on lowering
the temperature required for growth using catalytic metal clusters. Ostrikov et al., pointed
out that the temperature of the metallic alloy cluster during growth can be much higher
than that of substrate holder due to heating by radical recombination and ion impact
dissociation reactions. Such effects will allow for growth at much lower substrate
temperature. In addition, Ostrikov and his co-workers gave important insight into the role
of plasma activation on the minimum size of nanowire that can be grown compared to
thermal chemical vapor deposition (Figure 2.1.2). Under plasma exposure, due to
enhanced flux of vapor phase species through plasma sheath and higher dissolution, the
supersaturation can be higher at much lower temperatures thus lowering the GibbsThompson effect for lowering the size limit at temperatures lower than 600 ºC. 44

Figure 2.1.2 Nanoparticle temperature and critical diameter as function of the substrate
temperature for thermal chemical vapor deposition (solid and dashed curves) and plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (dotted and dash-dotted curves). This figure is taken
from reference45.
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See Figure for estimated temperature and critical diameters as function of substrate
temperature for thermal CVD and PECVD.
The key attributes of plasma activation for nanowire synthesis include effective
dissociation of the precursor gas phase to produce radicals and local heating temperature
via radical recombination making the catalyst temperature higher than the average
substrate temperature46. It has been proposed that energetic surface reactions such as
electron-ion recombination and other surface chemical reactions may lead to a
considerable particle heating 47. The combined use of gold and plasma for the growth of
silicon nanowires clearly result in the growth of this 1-D nanostructures at lower
temperatures and higher growth rates than for the conventional neutral gas process.28
For the growth of GaN nanowires using Au and plasma, one can use nitrogen instead of
ammonia as precursor. This is mainly due to the active nitrogen species created by the
plasma, which allow the growth to happen37, . Even further, the resulting nanowires are
high quality single-crystal GaN nanowires. Also, the use of Au and plasma activation has
been shown to result in high quality single crystal InGaN nanowires 38. Plasma activation
of gas phase has been shown to be critical for producing SiOxNy compound nanowires. In
the absence of plasma, one can only synthesize a-SiOxH nanowires using any type of
catalysts40. The radical species involving both hydrogen and nitrogen are essential for
synthesis of a-SiOxNy48 nanowires in which hydrogen radicals keep the catalyst in the
reduced form (avoiding oxidized version) and the nitrogen radicals allow for nitrogen
incorporation in to the synthesized nanowires.
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2.1.2 Plasma non-traditional catalyst metal synergistic effects
In the case of traditional catalyst metals, the use of plasma activation has been
mainly to enhance the growth process in terms of growth kinetics, lowering growth
temperature and reduce size limit and the use of different precursors. The use of plasma
has been shown to be critically essential for growth of one-dimensional materials using
non-traditional catalytic metals and systems. Or, in other words, the use of plasma has
been shown to make many metals to work for synthesis of 1-D materials. Specifically, the
metals such as Ga, In and Sn have been shown to work as catalysts for synthesis of
silicon10,7, germanium9 and other compound nanowires49 through vapor-liquid-solid
mechanism with the use of plasma activation. This is significant as many of these metals
such as Ga, In and Sn make eutectics with Si and/or Ge at much lower temperatures than
catalytic metals such as gold and iron. Specifically, Ga forms a eutectic with Si at ~30 ˚C
and it has a low solubility within Si at the eutectic temperature (~1 x10−8 at %). A
peculiarity of these metals is that they are non-catalytic by nature which means that these
do not promote the growth of 1-D materials at any temperature and pressure. In general,
the growth of nanowires using non-catalytic metals in the presence of plasma has been
observed and the following table summarizes various experiments involving noncatalytic metals and plasma methods.
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Table 2.1.3 Summary listing non-catalytic metals and the synthesis temperatures used for
nanowire growth under plasma activation. No nanowire growth is observed without using
plasma activation for gas phase.

Materials
System

Catalyst
metal

Si

In

Si

In

Si

In

GaN

In

Si

Sn

Si

Sn

Si

Sn

Ga2O3

Ga

Si

Ga

Si

Ga

Type of
plasma

Metal
vapor
pressure
(bar) @
650 ºC

RF

~1x10-4

Synthesis
temperature
(ºC)

240 50

Eutectic
solubility
(at. %)

156

2x10-10

600 51

RF

400 52

RF

-------

730-760 53

MW
RF

Eutectic
temperature
(ºC)

~1x10

300 50

-8

232

1x10-7

30

-------

300-400 54

RF

380 54

RF
~1x10-6

450 49

MW

220 55

RF

5x10-10

500 -600 56

RF

For the case of GaN nanowires growth with In and plasma, it has been observed
that there is an enhancement in the Ga diffusion which results in the suppression of the
GaN 2D layer and subsequent cleaner surface53. . Diffusion studies on the growth of GaN
nanowires using Au and plasma have shown an interesting interaction between Ga and
hydrogen plasma

37

. It has been concluded that this interaction between hydrogen and

gallium is responsible of the observed overall growth of nanowires by the absorption of
hydrogen at the Ga surface. However, even though this interaction is not explained in
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detail the solely existence of a synergism between Ga and hydrogen is a remarkable
observation.
2.1.3 Bulk nucleation versus tip led growth
The low-melting metals such as Gallium also offer extremely low solubilities and
low temperatures for eutectics for a number of solutes including silicon. Interestingly
enough, such low equilibrium solubilities lead to interesting possibilities, i.e., formation
of smaller sized nuclei for growth of multiple nanowires from a micron or sub-micron
sized molten metal clusters

10

. Multiple nanowires have been observed to grow out of a

metal droplet in the case of molten metals, such as gallium

10, 9

and indium51. This was

explained using the estimation of nuclei size using classical nucleation theory using
equation below7. The Au-Si forms a quasi-miscible system with 18.6 at% Si composition
as the eutectic at 640K. The critical nucleus size is estimated to be greater than >200 nm
for a supersaturated concentration of C ~33 at % at 1000 K. On the other hand, the Ga-Si
-10

system forms quasi-immiscible systems with silicon solubity at 10

at % at its eutectic

temperature of ~300K). The critical nucleus size is estimated to be about 6 nm for a very
small dissolved concentration of ~1 at % at 700 K. Such estimations of smaller nuclei
even with modest dissolved concentrations indicate that one can produce high density of
nuclei from micron sized molten metal clusters.
dc 
lnS

4 ΩV
RTlnS


ln(C/C  )
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Figure 2.1.3 below shows several examples on bulk nucleation and growth of nanowires
with a number of solutes from micron sized clusters of a number of low-melting-point
metals. In the case of silicon and germanium, the experiments were performed using
solid-liquid dissolution under plasma exposure. In the case of other experiments, the
solutes were supplied through vapor phase but with plasma exposure. The plasma
exposure in this case helps with many aspects: (a) maintain clean surface of molten metal
cluster for surface energy necessary for promoting vertical growth of nuclei and (2)
enhanced selective dissolution of solutes from the vapor phase specifically difficult ones
such as nitrogen. The bulk nucleation can be explained as a consequence of rapid
dissolution in the initial stages leading to supersaturation levels reaching those of
spinodal limit which results in spontaneous nucleation.

Figure 2.1.3 SEM images illustrating high density of nucleation and growth of nanowires
from micron sized, molten metal clusters of various low-melting point metals 10, 9.
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2. 2 Plasma active gas phase combined with the use of non-traditional metals
In addition to RF, Microwave and ECR plasmas, it is also possible to use hotfilaments to activate the gas phase for synthesis of nanowires using non-catalytic metals.
Such is the case of silicon nanowires using Sn57, In58. In these reports, the metal is first
evaporated on the substrate using a H2 atmosphere, then SiH4 is introduce into the
chamber for the nanowire growth. For this approach, when using catalytic metals it has
been observed that the hot filament process can be used as a very efficient source of
atomic hydrogen which can be effectively used for the formation of small spherical metal
nanoparticles that lead to the nanowire growth. Similar to other studies using plasma
activated processes, the importance of hydrogen radicals for the growth of silicon
nanowires is remarkable. In the case of silicon nanowires synthetized using Sn and
plasma, it has been observed that the etching of tin seeds occurs parallel to the nanowire
growth due to an interaction of Sn with the hydrogen active species generated by the
plasma. In this case, it is possible to avoid the presence of the metal used for growth of
nanowires at the end of synthesis and thereby avoiding an additional step to remove metal
toward device integration59.
Particularly, the above kind of synthesis with Sn is a clear example of the
necessity of an active gas phase in order to conduce the nanowire synthesis when using
non-traditional metals. The activated gas phase is similar to that of plasma chemistry.

2.2.1 The gallium-hydrogen interaction at high temperatures
The formation of Ga-H species has been observed as the result of the interaction
of supported Ga catalysts with molecular hydrogen at high temperatures60. Also, the
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formation of gallium hydrogen species on the Ga2O3 surface at elevated temperatures has
been reported. A clear understanding of the hydrogen adsorption is of great importance
for the design of molecular sensors and alkane dehydrogenation-aromatization catalysts61.
The GaH species on the Ga2O3 surface have been experimentally detected by FTIR
(Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy) and its formation had been attributed to the H
adatom that binds the unsaturated Ga atoms62. The production of GaH species is favored
at high temperatures since creation of the oxygen vacancies on the Ga2O3 increase with
temperature.
The formation of Ga-H surface on GaN (0001) has been also a topic of intensive
research in order to gain a better understanding of the GaN surface structure. In this case,
it has been found that molecular hydrogen does not react with the GaN (001) surface
while atomic hydrogen exposure results in the formation of surface Ga-H 63. The changes
in the electronic structure of GaN (001) had been determined by electron-energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) as indicators of the surface Ga-H presence64.
However, it is important to mention that the formation of the surface Ga-H
species has been reported at high temperatures indicating that the interaction between
Gallium and molecular hydrogen occurs only at high temperatures. The modeling of the
hydrogen behavior in Ga stabilized δ-Pu at low temperatures, less than 300º C, has shown
that the regions of high Ga concentration showed a dramatic decrease of the hydrogen
diffusivity, and H atoms would never enter these regions65.
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2.2.2 Nitrogen-Gallium interaction in the presence of plasma
The synergistic effect plasma activation can be further understood through
nitrogen dissolution into low-melting metals. Molecular nitrogen is usually a non-reactive
gas under mild temperature and pressure conditions in neutral gas processes. Typically,
one requires about 20 atm pressure and 2000K temperature for dissolving nitrogen into
gallium melts using molecular nitrogen according to reaction (1). Using plasma activation
of nitrogen, the dissolution into gallium melts is favored at sub-atmospheric pressures
and temperatures as low as 850 ºC according to reaction (2)66, 67.
Ga(l) + 1/2N2(g) = GaN(s)

(1)

Ga(l) + N(g) = GaN(s)

(2)

Also it has been concluded that the recombination of N to form N2 is slowly
enough to allow the formation of GaN68. Such interactions have been exploited to grow
GaN nanowires under self-catalyzed conditions using just nitrogen as precursor with the
help of plasma.

2.2.3 Plasma enabled dissolution of oxygen and nitrogen for nanowire growth
As discussed above, the hydrogen radicals resulting from plasma can interact and
dissolve in to molten metals. Similarly, the plasma excitation of gas phase also enables
dissolution of both oxygen and nitrogen radicals into molten metals. In this case, the
direct exposure of plasma excited gas phase over molten metals can result in respective
oxide and nitride and oxynitride nanowires. The role of plasma excitation here is to
enable rapid dissolution of solutes such as oxygen and nitrogen and keeping the surface
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of molten metal clean for high surface energy. This concept has been exploited for
synthesizing oxide nanowires of Zn, Ga, In, Al and nitrides of Ga, In, etc. In addition to
oxidation or nitridation of low-melting metals, it is also possible to use plasmas for
producing oxide nanowires from surfaces of high temperature metals45,69, 29. This method
consists in expose a thin metal foil to reactive oxygen plasma70, 71, 72. The plasma surface
reactions are a determining step for the nanowire growth in this case. The role of plasmas
in this synthesis is to generate oxygen atoms in the gas phase through electron impact,
also it provides localized surface heating through recombination of the dissociated
oxygen atoms and ion bombardment and neutralization. Another method involving
plasma oxidation of metals or respective oxides in the presence of alkali salts seems to
result in nanowires with exposure time scales on the order of a minute or lower73. The
resulting alloys melt at lower temperatures resulting in a similar phenomenon of
nucleation and growth of high density nanowires from molten alloys. This technique is
similar to that of hydrothermal except that the plasma reduces the time scales from
several days to minutes or lower. The actual mechanism of oxidation is expected to
utilize oxygen radical in the case of plasma oxidation. See schematic illustration of the
plasma oxidation of metals in the presence of alkali salts for nanowire growth.
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Figure 2.2.1 A schematic illustrating the concept of rapid plasma oxidation of metals in
the presence of alkali salts for producing metal oxide nanowires.
2.2.4 Plasma effect on surface energy of low melting metals
The use of plasma activation has been shown to synthesize carbon from
hydrocarbon gas phase selectively onto low-melting metals such Ga74. The use of plasma
activation with small amounts of oxygen and nitrogen has been shown to tune the surface
energy and thus the wetting of Ga with growing carbon walls leading to morphological
control75. . See Figure 2.2.2 for schematic illustrating the carbon microtube morphology
depends upon the wetting angle upon addition of oxygen or nitrogen in to gas phase
under plasma activation. Under plasma exposure, the dissolution of oxygen or nitrogen
into molten Ga cluster reduces the surface energy and this promotes wetting of molten Ga
with growing carbon wall. The changes with wetting angle could lead to microtubes with
straight and conical morphologies.
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Figure 2.2.2 SEM micrograph of the dumbbell morphology obtained using a three-step
sequence involving a ‘no-nitrogen–nitrogen–no-nitrogen’ dosing sequence during
growth.55
2.3 Scalability of plasma systems for producing nanowires
The plasma exposure systems for synthesis of nanowires can be categorized as the
following76: 1) PECVD, 2) Plasma-catalyst assisted, 3) Plasma flight-through77 and 4)
Direct plasma synthesis as depicted in Figure above. The time scales for all of the vapor
phase techniques used for synthesis of nanowires are compared in the figure below. As
shown, the time scales involving plasma exposure seem to be orders of magnitude better
suggesting their use for scalable manufacturing. The bulk production of metal oxide and
nanoparticles has been successfully reported by direct oxidation of micron-size metal
particles using an atmospheric pressure microwave plasma78. Typically, SnO2, ZnO,
TiO2, and Al2O3 nanowires are synthetized by this technique. The production of these
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nanostructures depends on the metal particle size, the microwave power and the
composition of the gas phase.

Figure 2.3.1 Schematics illustrating different types of plasma assisted nanowire synthesis
approaches.76

Figure 2.3.2 Different production techniques for production of nanowires and the reaction
time scales involved with them.76
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2.4 Applications of 1-D materials for energy conversion and storage
Semiconductor nanowires and nanotubes have exceptional electronic and optical
properties due to their unique structural one-dimensionality and the possibility of
quantum confinement effects in two dimensions. Furthermore, the versatile compositions
of these 1-D materials lead to a wide range of potential applications. Some of the
important properties and applications of semiconductor nanowires are listed and briefly
explained in the following paragraphs:
Light absorption and emission in a nanowire is highly polarization dependent79. The
polarization anisotropy in nanowires is due to the sharp dielectric contrast between the
nanowire and its surroundings. Quantum-confined properties in one-dimensional
nanostructures make them outstanding candidates for photovoltaic devices, such as
photodetectors
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due to their excellent electron transport properties. Furthermore, the

small size and high surface-to-volume ratio of 1-D nanostructures allow them to have a
variety of interesting and useful mechanical properties. They exhibit high toughness and
strength for example, characteristics that allow them to be applied as nanoscale actuators,
force sensors and calorimeters81. Another important application because of their very
small size and weight is as nanomechanical resonators since they are theoretically
capable of heat detection at the quantum limit and mass sensing at the level of individual
molecules82.
A particular case is represented by the nanowires with flat end facets that have the
potential to be exploited as optical resonance cavities to generate coherent light on the
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nanoscale. UV lasing at room temperature has been demonstrated for several nanowire
systems with epitaxial arrays83 and single nanowires84.
Another remarkable property of nanowires is the phonon transport, that is expected to be
delayed in thin one-dimensional nanostructures that exhibit <100nm in diameter, as result
of an increased boundary scattering and reduced phonon group velocities. Detailed
models of phonon heat conduction in semiconductor nanowires have been developed
predicting a large decrease of ≈90% in the lattice thermal conductivity of these small
diameter nanowires85. This poor heat transport property results advantageous for
thermoelectric materials applications, resulting in the fabrication of nanowires for these
particular needs86.
Electronic conductivity in semiconductor nanowires and nanotubes is another property
that can be significantly enhanced by exposing these nanostructures to photons with
energy greater than their bandgaps. The photoconductivity of certain nanowires could be
exploited to create fast and reversible UV optical switches87.
As it is expected, the magnetic properties of solids are size dependent, thus the magnetic
behavior can be enhanced or even induced by reducing the system dimensions; such as
the case of nanostructures. The main applications of this interesting property in the case
of nanowires include: biological labeling88, and high-density data storage89.
An important characteristic of semiconductor nanowires that have been exhaustively
studies are the quantum transport effects. These requires structures with widths
comparable to the Fermi wavelength (tens of nm for semiconductors). The successful
development of nanowire quantum devices depends mainly on the nanowire size control
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and their device integration. Lieber group pioneered in the area of nanowire electronics
with the fabrication of locally gated FETs83, crossed-nanowire p-n junctions and LEDs90,
bipolar transistors and inverters91 and various logic-gate structures and memory
elements92. However, these complex nanowire electronics cannot be produced
economically with the available synthesis processes.
Finally, the ionic transport through nanoscale channels have recently gained attention due
to the possibility of modulate ion currents during the passage of single DNA molecules93.
In this respect, nanotubes provide a unique high-aspect-ratio channel to study the ion
transport and fluid flow. Theoretical nanotube studies94 suggest that nanotubes with
diameters smaller than the Debye length and applied gate bias can expel ions of like
charge and produce unipolar solutions of counter ions within the channel.
Thus, the design of nanotube channels to imaging and manipulate single molecules as
they pass through them is subject of great interest95.
Table 2.4.1 summarizes the properties and applications of 1-D nanostructures described
in the previous paragraphs.
Table 2.4.1 Properties and applications of 1-D nanostructures
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2.4.1 Silicon nanowires in solar cells and lithium ion batteries
Two applications of specific great interest for 1-D nanostructured based materials
are solar cells and lithium ion batteries. In the case of solar cells, the direct electrical
pathways provided by the nanowires, specifically silicon nanowires, ensure the rapid
collection of carriers generated throughout the device, and a full sun efficiency reported
to be 3.5% by Yang group96, this is limited primarily by the surface area of the nanowire
array.. The use of nanowires for solar cell applications have shown to have low
transmission and photocurrent measurements and an increase in the path length of
incident solar radiation by a factor of 73. This extraordinary light-trapping path length
enhancement is superior to any other light-trapping methods. However for the scalability
of the solar power energy using 1-D nanomaterials it is still required the reduction of its
cost by the use of inexpensive substrates. The use of silicon nanowires for lithium ion
batteries has been motivated by the high theoretical capacity of silicon that is 10 times
higher than the existing carbon anodes. In addition to the advantage of a nanostructured
morphology offers: facile strain relaxation, enhance power rate, efficient 1-D electron
transport and good contact with current collector97. However, there are still several
challenges to overcome such as the formation of a stable electrode-electrolyte interface
and the synthesis of these nanostructures on thin metal foils or flexible substrates.
The applicability of the above 1-D materials in to solar cells and LIBs depends
greatly in making scalable manufacturing techniques that can work at low temperatures
necessary for inexpensive and flexible substrates. Thus the low temperature synthesis of
1-D nanomaterials is a critical challenge to address.
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Forthcoming challenges: The main challenge with 1-D based materials for storage and
energy conversion and storage is with scalable manufacturing. For example, synthesis of
nanowire arrays on very thin metal foils or on plastic substrates cannot be achieved using
existing traditional techniques. In this dissertation, the use of plasma for the synthesis of
silicon nanowires and silicon nanotubes at low temperatures is investigated in an effort to
offer a possible cheaper and scalable alternative for the synthesis of these 1-D
nanostructures on thin metal foils and plastic substrates.
2.5 Plasma catalysis for energy and environmental problems
Since early 1990s the application of plasma technologies in catalysis have been
attracting an increase attention particularly, the use of plasma for the hydrocarbon
reforming to generate H2. This mainly because H2 is one of the most promising
alternative energy sources since it is a carbon free energy carrier. Hydrogen as an energy
source can be carbon neutral if produced from biomass and carbon free if it is produced
from solar water splitting. Most importantly, hydrogen is compatible with fuel cell, a
clean and highly efficient power generation device. The plasmas contain energetic
electrons and a variety of chemically active species which can greatly promote the
chemistry for reforming, however the H2 selectivity has proven to be lower than the one
achieved with traditional catalytic process for reforming98 and its one of the present
challenges of this technique to be industrial applicable. Recently, the plasma catalysis
technique is emerging as a novel alternative that combines the high products selectivity
from the thermal catalysis and the fast startup from the plasma technique. Till date, the
main applications of plasma catalysis are the hydrocarbon reforming for hydrogen
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production and the gaseous pollutant removal99, 100. For hydrocarbon reforming, there is
experimental evidence that there is a synergism between the catalyst and the plasma that
results in high hydrogen yields at lower temperatures that the ones used with traditional
catalysis 14. One reaction that has been extensively studied using plasma chemistry for its
simplicity is the partial oxidation of CH4 to produce H2. Based on the analysis, it has been
confirmed that the plasma discharge could substantially influence the properties of the
catalyst and its performance. However, up to date, the mechanism about how the plasma
affects the catalyst is not yet clear. The most important results are summarized in Table
2.5.1 where the symbols ↑, ↓ and – stand for increase, decrease and no-change. In
addition to the enhancement of hydrocarbon conversion and H2 selectivity, it was
observed that the presence of plasma effectively suppress the coke deposition by about
15-55% compared when there is no plasma.
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Table 2.5.1 State of the art of partial oxidation reaction of CH4 to produce H2 using
plasma.
Catalyst
(metal
loading
in wt %)
10% Ni/
α-Al2O3

Plasma
type

Method of
plasma
treatment

CH4
conversion

H2
selectivity

Coke
formation

Ref

RF

↑

↑

↓

101

Ni-Fe/ɤAl2O3
Ni:
0.07%;
Fe:
0.03%
0.5% Pt/
ɤ-Al2O3
5%
Ni/ɤAl2O3
10%
Ni/ɤAl2O3
10% Ni/
α-Al2O3
10%
Ni/ɤAl2O3
1% Pt/
α-Al2O3
1% Pt/ɤAl2O3

DC

Ar plasma,
1.5h (160W,
20 sccm)
Ar plasma,
1h

↑

↑

↓

102

Ar plasma
10min
Ar plasma
4min (40kV,
20sccm)

↑

−

↓

104

↑

↑

↓

105

He plasma,
3min (60W,
45ml/min)

↑
↑
↑
↑

−
−
−
−

↓
↓
↓
−

106

Glow
Corona

Dielectric
barrier
(DBD)

,

103

However, all these approaches have been done using typical catalytic metals and
none is done using Low-melting metals that are known to be non-catalytic. In addition to
hydrogen production, CO2 reduction is another important reaction for energyenvironment nexus107. Our proposed system is a low-temperature plasma that is not in
thermal equilibrium state which means that the electron temperature is around 1-10ev and
is much higher than the gas temperature. From the plasma chemistry perspective the
rotational and vibrational species are considered useless since they have short life times
and low threshold energy, i.e. < 2eV thus, it is the electron impact dissociation and
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ionization that is responsible for the molecule decomposition as it has been seen for
hydrocarbons. Applying the same concept for the CO2 reduction it is important to
consider the elementary dissociation of the vibrationally excited CO2 molecule which
happens as follows:
𝐶𝑂2∗ (Σ+ ) → 𝐶𝑂2∗ (𝐵2 ) → 𝐶𝑂(Σ+ ) + 𝑂(3𝑃 )

Ea= 530kJ/mol

This dissociation process results in the formation of an oxygen atom in the
electronically ground state and requires the exact energy of an OC=O bond to be spent
(530kJ/mol).
Contrasting the traditional catalysis versus the plasma catalysis approach, there is
a clear reduction in the activation energy for this latter since the plasma chemistry offers
the presence of excited species, radicals and positive/negative ions.

Figure 2.5.1 Comparison of basic steps involved in traditional catalysis and plasma
catalysis.
Therefore the active species generated by the plasma change the gas-phase
reactants state whereas the other two can affect the physical and chemical properties of
the catalyst; however this last-mentioned phenomenon has not been addressed yet. The
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CH4 steam reforming reaction for H2 generation which, as already mentioned it has been
exhaustively studied108,

109, 110, 111, 112

. For this reaction, the enhancement of the

dissociative adsorption of CH4 on the catalyst is the rate limiting step, thus once this step
is enhanced the overall reaction rate can be greatly increased. For the case of CH4
dissociative adsorption enhancement several catalysts have been investigated in the
presence of plasma such as: Ni112 , Pt
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, Ru111 and W108a. All of them mainly conclude

that methane molecules in vibrational state show much higher catalytic activity than those
in ground state. In plasma chemistry reaction, the species in vibrational state are not that
useful. However, when there is a catalyst in the plasma reactor, these species could assist
thermal catalysis. Hence, there will be an energy efficiency enhancement. As a
consequence one can expect that the working temperature of the catalyst might be
reduced. Although there is no available data explaining how the combined effect of
plasma and catalysts happen, the already mentioned evidence for this phenomena suggest
that it is worth further investigation to get a clear insight into the interaction between
plasma and catalysis.
2.6 Summary
As it can be seen, plasma catalysis is emerging as a new field leading to new
alternative routes to solve grand material and energy challenges. Plasma catalysis not
only offers a way for the synthesis of nanomaterials at low temperatures for energy
storage and electronic applications. Plasma catalysis also has the potential to allow the
synthesis of chemicals of great economic importance such as ammonia at mild
conditions, resulting in a low production cost method.
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Plasma catalysis has shown to have the capability to make possible the CO2
reduction as well as the hydrocarbon reforming for H2 production two reactions that keep
being an environmental and energy challenge. These two reactions as described in this
chapter present a huge energetic barrier, thus the use of plasma since it is based in a nonequilibrium state offers the possibility of a less energetic path. In addition to lower the
energy requirements the use of plasma have shown to keep a clean catalyst surface ready
to react as presented in the literature reviewed for this chapter.
In summary, the use of plasma is emerging as a new approach for the catalysis
field both for growing 1-D materials and improving kinetics of chemical reactions.
However there are many important fundamental concepts that need further understanding
regarding the type of catalyst materials to be used in synergistic fashion with plasmas.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES
In this chapter, the experimental procedures used to perform plasma-catalysis
experiments and also plasma based approach for producing silicon nanotubes thin films
are discussed. The techniques for characterizing resulting materials are briefly explained.
In addition, the fabrication of the Li ion batteries coin cells is described as well.

3.1 Plasma reactor setup and silicon nanowire synthesis experiments
The Si nanowire synthesis experiments were carried out in a custom-made,
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition reactor as shown in schematic in Figure
3.1.1. The setup consists of a tubular furnace and a quartz tube equipped with uniquely
designed coils connected to RF power supply. The reactor is connected to a supply of
silane, hydrogen and argon gases. Silicon, quartz and GaN substrates were used as
substrates. In a typical experiment, the substrate was coated with a thin gallium film and
then placed inside the furnace and heated to the chosen reaction temperature under
vacuum at base pressure. In some experiments, the substrates were coated with Ga2O3
nanoparticles and then subjected them to hydrogen plasma for in-situ reduction to Ga
droplets. The silicon nanowire synthesis experiments were performed using 2% SiH4 in
H2 at 0.1 torr pressure, 70 W RF plasma power and at different temperatures ranging
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from 100 ºC to 500 ºC. Typical duration of the experiments were anywhere from 15-30
minutes. Upon exposure to plasma, the molten gallium film formed sub-micron to
millimeter-sized droplets on the substrates. In some experiments, KCl was placed ahead
of the furnace in plasma to produce in-situ chlorosilanes and chlorine species in the gas
phase at temperatures from 130 ˚C to 250 ˚C.

Figure 3.1.1 Schematic of the experimental setup used for silicon nanowire synthesis
experiments. The custom-designed reactor setup consists of a furnace and a quartz tube
covered with external coils for RF plasma generation.
The temperature of the substrates placed in quartz tube inside furnace can differ
from the set furnace temperature due to improper thermal contact and non-equilibration
of temperature with insufficient radiation at low temperatures. So, in each experiment, a
substrate with an irreversible temperature record strip (Omega thermostrip DC
irreversible temperature indicators) was also placed inside the quartz tube in order to
measure the actual substrate temperature. Also, temperatures were measured using an IR
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sensor (FLUKE 62 MAX, -30ºC to 500 ºC). The calibration data for substrate
temperature with respect to furnace temperature is given in Figure 3.1.2. Under plasma
exposure, the actual substrate temperature measured using both IR sensor and strip
showed slightly highly values than that without plasma but still much lower than furnace
temperature. The actual substrate temperatures measured using either IR sensor or using
strips are reported as the growth temperatures in this study. The following graphs in
Figures 3.1.2 (a) and (b) show the strips temperature versus the oven temperature and the
IR thermometer temperature without plasma and with plasma power of 70W. The data in
Figure 3.1.2 shows that there is a difference of ~ 60ºC- 80ºC between the furnace and the
actual substrate temperature when the plasma is on at 70W.All the experiments for the
synthesis of silicon nanowires were performed at 70 W, 12sccm of 2%SiH4/H2 and 0.1
torr. The only variable was the temperature, which was ranged from 100 ºC to 500 ºC.
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Figure 3.1.2 a) Calibration curves for the substrate temperature (measured using an IR
thermometer) as a function of the furnace temperature without plasma b) Calibration
curve showing the substrate temperature as a function of the furnace temperature under
plasma at a power of 70W.
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3.2 Hydrogen absorption studies in low-melting metals with plasma

The experimental setup was modified in order to transform the RF plasma reactor
into a batch reactor where was possible to measure the change in pressure inside the
chamber (Figure 3.2.1). The reactor chamber was packed with inert supports: quartz
capillary tubes open both ends. The capillaries’ outer walls were coated with metal Ga,
the typical amount of Ga used was about 4 grams. It was used 1000 capillaries with an
outer diameter of 0.54 mm and 100 mm in length. The surface area of all the capillaries
used to pack the reactor is ≈ 0.17m2. The chamber was then filled with different gases
such as hydrogen and nitrogen and the capillaries were exposed to plasma at constant
temperature. The effect of plasma on gallium was investigated using plasma reactor in
which quartz tube is packed with capillaries. The interaction of plasma excited gases with
Ga is studied by observing pressure changes at various temperatures and two different
powers: 70 W and 140 W.

Figure 3.2.1 Schematic of the experimental setup used for the pressure change studies
with hydrogen absorption on molten metals as a function of plasma excitation.
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3.3 Synthesis of silicon nanotube thin films
Silicon nanotube thin films were prepared by silicon deposition on ZnO nanowire
thin films templates followed by removal of ZnO nanowires. The silicon deposition was
performed using the same RF PECVD reactor setup described in Section 3.1. The
deposition experiments were performed at temperatures around 400ºC or lower which is
considerably lower than the temperature of 490ºC employed in other reports
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. The

details of the synthesis process for Si nanotube thin films involved three main steps: 1)
ZnO nanowire films were prepared on stainless steel substrates by dropcasting ZnO
nanowire powder dispersion in acetone. ZnO nanowire powders were produced in
another reactor described elsewhere77. The ZnO nanowires with an average diameter of
50nm were used as the sacrificial layer. 2) The covered substrates were placed inside our
custom-made reactor. Si deposition on ZnO nanowire thin films was done using a
mixture of 2%SiH4/H2 at 400º C, 70W for about 30 minutes. 3) Finally, the selective
removal of the ZnO nanowires was done using a mixture of 10%H2/Ar and using just
thermal oven at 600ºC in-situ for over five (5) hours. Note, both duration and the required
temperature can be drastically reduced using plasma activation and pressure in this step.
For example, our previous studies have shown that atmospheric plasma based processes
can reduce time scales from days to minutes78. However, for studies conducted here, this
is achieved using thermal process. This process step allowed the formation of silicon
nanotubes opened from both sides. Figure 3.3.1(a) illustrates the overall 3-step procedure
followed for the synthesis of the silicon nanotubes. Figure 3.3.1(b) shows the crosssectional scanning electron microscope image of the resulting silicon nanotube film with
an approximate thickness of 20 microns. Figure 3.3.1(c) shows magnified image of the
Figure 3.3.1(d) indicating tightly packed silicon nanotubes into a thick film.
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The process of making nanotubes using sacrificial templates results in a better
size control of the resulting materials compared to alternatives such as supercritical
hydrothermal synthesis
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. Furthermore, the tube wall thickness can be controlled with

adjusting the deposition time. We reported silicon nanotube thin film electrodes with 0.6
mg loading that exhibited an initial discharge capacity of 4766 mAh g−1 and retained
about 3400 mAh g−1 after 20 cycles at 100 mA g−1 rate. The silicon nanotube thin film
samples with thicknesses ranging from 10-28 microns were prepared using silicon
deposition on bulk produced zinc oxide nanowire films and subsequent removal of zinc
oxide cores. The developed silicon nanostructures exhibit tubular geometry with both
open ends. The nanotubes with thin walls are shown to accommodate large volume
changes with lithiation and exhibit stable capacity retention. The synthetized silicon
nanotubes are connected to each other forming a web-like network.
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Figure 3.3.1 (a) Schematic illustrating the procedure used for synthesis of silicon
nanotubes: Substrate covered with ZnO nanowires; Si deposition onto ZnO nanowires;
and Silicon nanotubes formation by removal of ZnO nanowire cores using a mixture of
2%H2 in Ar. b) Cross-sectional SEM image of the silicon nanotube thin film c)
Magnified image of cross-sectional SEM shown in (b).
3.4 Procedure for fabricating Li ion battery coin cells
Electrode preparation: The test cell consists of a working anode electrode with Si
nanotube thin films and a counter electrode made using lithium metal. No binders are
used. The mass loading of active working electrode was 1.0~1.5 mg cm-2.
Cell Assembly: The electrochemical measurements are performed using CR2032 cointype cells assembled in a dry argon-filled glove box. The test cell consists of a working
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anode electrode with Si nanotube thin films and a counter electrode made using lithium
metal. The electrodes are separated by two pieces of glass fiber filter (ADVANTEC GB100R. Toyo Rishi CO., Japan). The electrolyte solution used is 1 M LiPF6–ethylene
carbonate (EC): dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (1: 2 by volume). No binders are used. The
mass loading of active working electrode was 1.0~1.5 mg cm-2.
3.5 Structural and electrochemical characterization
3.5.1 Structural characterization of silicon nanowires and nanotubes
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to obtain morphological
information of the synthetized samples. Using this technique we were able to measure the
lengths, nanowire diameter and droplet diameter of the synthetized nanowires. This
information was essential for the experimental approximation of the activation energy of
the silicon nanowire growth. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was employed
to obtain information about the crystal planes of the samples and the diffraction patterns
that allowed us to determine the growth direction of our synthetized silicon nanowires. Xray diffraction (XRD) experimental technique was used in this work to obtain
crystallographic information of our materials in order to determine the composition of the
sample. Specifically this technique was employed to detect the presence of GaN in a Ga
sample exposed to nitrogen plasma. Raman spectroscopy provided us information about
molecular vibrations for sample identification. In our case we were able to identify
different silicon hydrogenated phases in silicon nanotubes thin films samples.
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3.5.2 Electrochemical characterization
The charge–discharge measurements are carried out using a battery tester (16
channel Arbin Instruments, USA). The charge –discharge tests were made using different
current densities: 100, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4200 mA g1.
We also performed a cyclic voltammetry study of the silicon nanotube thin films.
Following we will briefly describe this technique and how we performed for this
particular testing.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
Cyclic voltammetric characterization studies were also performed for studying the
lithiation and de-lithiation behavior of silicon nanotube thin films. Cyclic voltammetry
(CV) is one of the most commonly used electroanalytical techniques for silicon
nanowires as well as silicon nanotubes anodes. It is an excellent tool, but is not usually a
good technique for quantitative analysis. Its main advantage in electro analysis is its
ability to characterize an electrochemical system.
In a CV experiment, the potentiostat applies a potential ramp to the working
electrode to gradually change the potential and then reverses the scan, returning to the
initial potential.
The cyclic voltammetry study was carried out using three cell electrodes with 1M
LiPF6-EC:DMC (1:2) electrolyte, where silicon nanotube electrode was used as a
working electrode and Li metal was used as both counter and reference electrode. The
cyclic voltammetry measurement was carried out at the voltage range of 2.2 – 0.002 V
with scan speed of 1 mV s1 using eDAQ e-corder potentiostat.
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CHAPTER 4
PLASMA-GALLIUM SYNERGISTIC EFFECT FOR THE GROWTH OF SILICON
NANOWIRES AT LOW TEMPERATURE
In this Chapter, fundamental studies to understand the synergistic effect on the
use of Gallium under plasma excitation for the growth of silicon nanowires at low
temperatures are presented. Studies were performed to determine the conditions that
promote tip-led growth of silicon nanowires when using low-melting metals specifically
Gallium. Growth kinetics studies were performed to estimate activation barrier involved
and a mechanism is proposed to explain the synergic effect between plasma and molten
Ga for selective dissolution of silicon from the vapor phase. Finally, a synthesis approach
is presented for controlling diameter for silicon nanowires.
4.1 Tip led growth of silicon nanowires using Ga

The silicon nanowires synthetized in this section were prepared as follows: A thin
layer of molten metallic Gallium was placed on different clean substrates such as silicon
and quartz. The substrates then were exposed to silane plasma (2%SiH4/H2) at 0.1 torr
pressure, 70 W RF plasma power and at different temperatures ranging from 100º C to
500º

C.

Typical

duration

of

the
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experiments

was

30

minutes.

Figure 4.1.1 shows typical SEM images for the resulting silicon nanowire arrays grown
using Ga droplets on silicon and non-silicon substrates at 335 ºC. In almost all cases, the
nanowires grew vertical away from the substrate with Ga at tips indicating tip-led growth.
The resulting nanowires exhibited different morphologies depending up on Ga droplet
size. The wide distribution of observed nanowire diameters is due to the use of Ga films
for creating Ga clusters. As discussed later, the use of gallium oxide nanoparticles for
producing Ga clusters allowed for more uniform size distribution of silicon nanowire
diameters. In the case of larger Ga droplets with diameters larger than 200 nm, the
resulting Silicon nanowires exhibited a stair-like morphology. At smaller diameters with
sizes below 200 nm, the nanowires grew straighter with less kinking. The Ga droplet size
is larger than the resulting nanowire diameter for larger sizes (> 100 nm) whereas for
smaller sizes, the droplet diameter size is similar to that of the resulting nanowire
diameter. As expected, the molten Ga exhibited non-wetting behavior with all substrates
when exposed to atomic hydrogen using plasma activation at elevated temperatures
beyond 100 ºC. The extent of non-wetting is expected to be higher with larger diameter
due to large cohesive strength of Ga depending upon temperature. Thus, at very high
temperature, Ga would exhibit complete non-wetting behavior irrespective of the size116.
The experimental observations of the resulting diameters of the nanowires being smaller
than those of the Ga droplets can be explained by the differences in the interfacial contact
area between Ga droplet and the substrate depending upon size. At smaller sizes (less
than 100 nm), the wire diameter is almost the same as that of the droplet indicating higher
interfacial contact area between Ga droplets and substrate. Figure 4.1.1 (d) shows clearly
the presence of a Ga neck on the Si nanowires, a common feature in our nanowires.
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Additional images can be seen in Figure 4.1.2 and Figure 4.1.3. This observation is
particularly intriguing given the fact that extremely small solubility of Ga in solid silicon.
In addition, the presence of neck always coincided with silicon film deposition around the
Ga droplet. Thus, the neck formation is hypothesized to occur as below. During reactor
shut down, silicon film forms on molten Ga forming a shell. Due to volume expansion at
low temperatures, the molten Ga is hypothesized to expand and diffuse into the solid Si
forming a neck region. Similar diffusion, due to capillary pressure forcing the melted
metal into the nanowire neck at elevated temperatures, has been observed for gold inside
a germanium nanowire covered with a carbon shell117.

Figure 4.1.1 a) SEM image of stair-like Si nanowires morphology with diameters > 200
nm grown at 335 ˚C; b) SEM image of straight Si nanowires with diameters < 200 nm
grown at 370 ˚C; c) High magnification SEM image of a single staircase Si nanowire
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morphology grown at 335 ˚C; d) TEM image of a silicon nanowire showing the gallium
neck.

Figure 4.1.2 a), b), c) and d) SEM images of tip-led silicon nanowires grown at 335 ˚C
furnace temperature, used for length measurements.
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Figure 4.1.3 a), b), c) and d) SEM images of silicon nanowires grown at 335 ˚C for 30
min with plasma power of 70 W, 0.1 torr pressure, and 10 sccm of 2% SiH4/H2.
Several sets of experiments were performed to understand the low temperature
limit for silicon nanowire growth using vapor phase precursors over molten Ga. The
experiments with 2% SiH4 in H2 suggest the low-temperature limit for tip-led growth to
be 250 ºC.

Experiments conducted between 210 ºC and 250 ºC resulted in bulk

nucleation and growth of nanowires with diameters on the order of 10 nm or lower in size
from micron-sized Ga droplets. Below 210 ˚C, there seems to be a ubiquitous Si film
deposition everywhere including Ga droplet surfaces. At low temperatures, the use of
only silane in hydrogen triggers ubiquitous silicon deposition lowering the selectivity for
tip-led growth at low temperatures. As discussed later, the use of Si-H-Cl system allowed
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enhancing the selectivity for silicon dissolution in to Ga droplets and lowering the
temperature limit for nanowire growth.
4.2 Bulk nucleation versus tip led growth of silicon nanowires at low temperatures
At temperatures lower than 250 ºC, we observed the precipitation of silicon
nanowires in bulk fashion. Bulk nucleation of silicon nanowires at temperatures between
210 ºC-250 ºC can be explained as follows: because of an evenly deposition of a solid
silicon layer formed on the surface of molten Ga droplets in the initial stages, the
deposited silicon dissolves in to Ga droplets similar to that observed for Ga droplets on
silicon substrates in which silicon dissolves through the solid-liquid interface. This in
turn results in a rapid dissolution through solid-liquid interface and enables the silicon
concentration in Ga droplet to reach the spinoidal decomposition limit. At spinoidal
decomposition limit, the dissolved silicon and Ga undergo spinoidal decomposition
leading to bulk nucleation 9 resulting in high density of sub-5 nm sized Si nanowires from
low-melting metals. Earlier observations reported for Sn and In50 with vapor phase
supply of precursor at low temperatures ~ 240º C are consistent.
The tip-led growth observed in experiments at temperatures above 250 ºC can be
understood as the result of slow dissolution of silicon directly from the vapor phase
precursors. Such slow dissolution in the initial stages allows the concentration of Si to
stay closer to equilibrium solubility of Si-Ga system and the precipitation occurs in the
interface of the solid-liquid (substrate-Ga droplet) leading to the growth of one nanowire
with one tip at its end. This is again consistent with the observations in which the
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resulting nanowire diameters being similar to contact area between droplet and the
substrate.
4.3 Silicon nanowire growth experiments at low temperatures using chloro-silane gas
phase
In order to increase the selectivity of silicon nanowire growth at lower
temperatures, experiments were performed using KCl powder within the chamber to
provide for chlorosilanes in the gas phase. The hydrogen radicals can react with
potassium chloride and create chlorine and chloro-silanes in the gas phase. Similarly,
experiments were also conducted by introducing hydrochloric acid soaked silicon
powder. The results were similar in both cases indicating that there is no role for
potassium or potassium chloride in the process except for producing chloro-silanes in the
gas phase.
As shown in Figure 4.3.1, the SEM images indicate that the use of KCl lead to the
improvement on the selectivity of silicon dissolution into Ga droplets, as no silicon
deposition was observed on substrates at temperatures as low as 130 ˚C (Figure 4.3.2). In
the experiments involving the use of chlorine in the gas phase, bulk nucleation and
growth from large droplets at all temperatures tested were avoided. And it was observed
the resulted tip-led growth of nanowires at temperatures as low as 180 ºC. See SEM
images in Figures 3a and 3b. In addition, there was no Si film formation on the
substrates. Selective nanowire growth using Ga clusters at temperatures as low as 180 ºC
is encouraging and strongly suggest that suppression of the ubiquitous Si film deposition
plays a key role in facilitating the tip-led growth of nanowires even at low temperatures.
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However, it should be noted that the temperature of the Ga cluster could be higher
than the measured substrate temperature due to heating caused by atomic hydrogen
recombination. Bulk nucleation observations suggest that solid silicon deposited on Ga
droplets in the initial stages dissolves in to Ga droplets through solid-liquid interface, and
results in high supersaturation leading to a spontaneous nucleation in the initial stages
with high nanowire density from Ga droplets.

Figure 4.3.1 Low temperature experiments. a) SEM images of Si nanowires grown at 180
˚C and b) 220˚C using KCl in the reactor chamber and gallium oxide nanoparticles
previously reduced with H2/Ar mixture.

Figure 4.3.2 a) SEM images of gallium droplets covered with a silicon layer observed in
sample synthetized at a) 180 ˚C, 30min and b) 80 ˚C, 4h. Both samples were obtained in
absence of KCl in the reactor chamber.
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4.4 Structural characteristics of the synthetized silicon nanowires
As mentioned earlier, in the case of large diameter (> 200 nm), the wires shown in
Figure 2 seem to kink vertically during their growth. This is, most likely, due to the
nature of the interface between the droplet and the silicon wire, which is not necessarily
flat and can involve faceting

6, 30

. In such a case, droplets larger than the wire diameter

can shift on to different facets leading to kinking of wire during growth. TEM
characterization of kinked wire suggested that the growth direction does not change with
kinking. Such kinking behavior is not seen with smaller diameter nanowires. Figure 4.4.1
shows the TEM images for the sample obtained at 335 ºC. Figures 4a and 4b show the
high resolution images and the corresponding [110] zone axis diffraction patterns for a
typical thicker and thinner nanowire for this sample. Using diffraction patterns, the
growth directions for both thicker and thinner wires were determined to be same in the
<111> direction. Some of the thicker wires showed the presence of planar defects such
as stacking faults. Interestingly, thinner nanowires exhibit single crystallinity with no
apparent stacking faults. In almost all experiments, the preferential growth direction for
wires grown with Ga at their tips under our experimental conditions seems to be <111>.
Also, the resulting Si NWs exhibited uniform size over several microns length
scale while when using similar metals such as In and Sn, the Si NWs tend to be tapered
due to high vapor pressure of In and Sn at growth temperatures.
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Figure 4.4.1 TEM images for sample obtained at 335 ˚C. a) Thin Si nanowire and b) thick
Si nanowire high resolution images and the corresponding [110] zone axis diffraction
patterns. The Si nanowire growth directions were determined to be (111).

Figure 4.4.2 shows the TEM analysis for different types of defects found in the
synthetized nanowires. For example, some of the thin silicon nanowires grown at 370 ˚C
have twinning planes along their length in the (111) direction as seen in Figures 4.4.2 (a)
and 4.4.2 (b). Such morphology has been shown to result with changing precursor
pressure and growth temperature for Au cluster118. In the present case with Ga droplets,
due to low dissolution kinetics, it is possible that the silicon concentration in Ga droplets
is undergoing some sort of fluctuation resulting in such periodic occurrence of twinned
regions. In a sample grown at 280 ˚C, both thin and thick nanowires exhibited saw tooth
faceting (Figure 4.4.2 (c)). This kind of defect has been observed previously for the AuSi system and it has been explained as the result of the interplay of geometry and surface
energies of the nanowire and the liquid droplet6. In some cases we observed also bicrystal nanowires (Figure 4.4.2 (d)). Raman analysis showed also the characteristic
Silicon peak for samples grown on quartz (figure 4.4.3).In some cases we observed also
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bi-crystal nanowires (Figure 4.4.2 (d)). Raman analysis showed also the characteristic
Silicon peak for samples grown on quartz (Figure 4.4.3). The shifting of the Raman peak
values (520cm-1, 518 cm-1 and 516 cm-1) observed for different samples has been already
reported and attributed to the local nanowire heating effect, being a common observation
in samples having a wide range of nanowire diameter9

Figure 4.4.2 a) and b) TEM images of Silicon nanowires grown on quartz substrate at 370
˚C showing twinning planes in the (111) direction all along their length c) TEM image of
a straight thin silicon nanowire grown at 370 ˚C showing sawtooth faceting d) TEM
image of a bi-crystal Si nanowire grown at 335 ˚C, both crystal planes are in the (111)
direction.
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Figure 4.4.3 Raman peaks from selected Si nanowire samples growth on quartz substrates
at different temperatures.
Another interesting morphology was observed for some of the Si nanowires grown from
large droplets with bulk nucleation at low temperatures (as low as 210 ˚C). They showed
“rope like” morphology but exhibited crystallinity as shown in Figures 4.4.4 and 4.4.5.
The polycrystalline nature of these bulk nucleated silicon nanowires is attributed to the
low temperature synthesis.
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Figure 4.4.4 a) and b) TEM images of bulk nucleated silicon nanowires grown at 220 ˚C.
c) High resolution TEM image. d) Diffraction pattern showing the polycrystallinity of the
sample.

Figure 4.4.5 a) and b) SEM images of bulk nucleated silicon nanowires grown at 210 ˚C
c) and d) TEM images of bulk nucleated silicon nanowires at the same temperature.
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4.5 Growth kinetics of silicon nanowires using Ga clusters at their tips

Typically, in vapor-liquid-solid method, the Gibbs-Thompson effect ensures that
the growth rate is higher for smaller diameter nanowires119. Similarly, the surface
diffusion effects lead to faster growth rates for the smaller diameter nanowires.
Therefore, the observation of higher growth rate for nanowires with larger diameters
deserves careful further analysis. In all our experiments with different Ga droplet sizes,
the size of Ga droplet showed a continued linear increase in size until it reached a ratio of
2:1, or higher i.e., that the Ga droplet diameter was two times or more than the size of the
nanowire diameter (Figure 4.5.1). The statistical analysis suggested that the ratio of Ga
droplet size to resulting nanowire diameter was approximately 1:1 until about 200 nm
where it reached a constant 2:1 ratio for all sizes larger than 200 nm. It was clearly
observed that the small Ga droplets had a higher tendency to wet the substrate compared
to the big Ga droplets60. Thus, the non-wetting behavior at the initial stages of the growth
was responsible for the 2:1 ratio of the droplet and the resulting Si nanowire in case of
bigger droplets. Interestingly, for a big Ga droplet that had a larger exposed surface area
for dissolution; the Si nanowires precipitating grew faster, however this observation is
being analyzed further. In addition, it is well known that small molten gallium droplets
tend to agglomerate due to its high surface tension. Thus, such behavior results in the
formation of micron size gallium droplets. Consequently, there are gallium droplets of
different sizes.
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Figure 4.5.1. Droplet diameter to nanowire diameter ratio (a)-(f) SEM images (g)
schematic. The size of the gallium droplet showed a continued linear increase with
respect to the Si nanowire diameter. The Ga droplet size to resulting nanowire diameter
ratio varies from a 1:1 ratio for nanowires < 200nm to a 2:1 ratio for bigger nanowires.
The lengths and diameters of nanowires and droplet diameters of several samples
were determined and analyzed to understand the growth kinetics. The results are
summarized in Figure 4.5.2. More specifically, Figure 4.5.2a shows the droplet diameter
to nanowire diameter. As we can observe from this plot for small nanowire diameters the
droplet diameter to nanowire diameter ratio is 1:1 and keeps increasing until 2:1 or more
for micron or higher size nanowires. In terms of growth kinetics, the average growth rate
is determined by using the lengths of resulting nanowires. It is important to remark that
big nanowires tend to be kinked making it difficult to measure the lengths. So, the growth
rate is difficult to measure for nanowires with diameters greater than micron. Figure
4.5.2b shows the droplet diameter vs growth rate and it is possible to observe that for big
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droplets i.e., ≈1µm when the droplet diameter to nanowire diameter is 2:1 the growth rate
becomes constant as marked by the horizontal blue line. As explained before, the
constant growth rate for micron sized or bigger nanowires is an artifact of experimental
measurement. Figure 4.5.2c shows the ratio droplet diameter/ nanowire diameter vs
growth rate in this plot it is possible to observe that the growth rate becomes constant at a
ratio of 1.8, denoted again by the blue horizontal line. Finally, figure 4.5.2d shows the
growth kinetics of the nanowires as a function of synthesis temperatures in the 280 ºC to
470 ºC range for nanowires less than 100nm in diameter where the growth rate is linearly
proportional to the nanowire diameter for the presented range of nanowire synthesis
temperatures.
The growth kinetics data suggests that the growth rate increases as the nanowire
diameter. Also, the kinetics increase with temperature indicating some temperature
activated process. The data further suggests that larger diameter nanowire grows faster
than that of smaller sized nanowire. Such observation needs to be explained further. In
order to understand the data, various models available for vapor-liquid-solid growth of
nanowires are detailed in the next section.
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Figure 4.5.2 Growth kinetic studies for silicon nanowires: a) Droplet diameter versus
resulting nanowire diameter at different temperatures. b) Growth rate as a function of
droplet diameters. c) Growth rate as a function of droplet diameter/nanowire diameter
ratio at 400 ˚C. d) Growth rate as a function of nanowire diameter at various temperatures
within 280˚C-470 ˚C range.
4.6 Gibbs–Thomson effect
The Gibbs-Thomson effect is of great importance since it has consequences on the
growth rate of nanowires, thus the necessity to understand it. The chemical potential,
𝜇 = 𝜇∞ + 2Ω𝜎/𝑅 can be written as a function of radius (R) of the droplet. Similar
relationship exists for spherical droplet at the tip of growing nanowire. The above Gibbs-
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Thompson effect suggests that the equilibrium vapor pressure near droplet at the tip of
smaller diameter is more than that at larger diameter nanowire or at planar surface.
The Gibbs-Thompson effect essentially represents the idea that thermodynamic
parameters of nanoparticles such as pressure and chemical potential are essentially sizedependent. One of the most important manifestations of the size-dependent effects is a
tremendous increase of the equilibrium pressure inside a nanoparticle and the
corresponding elevation of its chemical potential. Both effects are driven by the surface
curvature. Whenever the system consists of two or more phases, for example, liquid
droplets surrounded by vapor, all thermodynamic potentials are modified by the surface
energy term.
In summary, the Gibbs Thomson effect is often used to explain the nanowire
growth rate based on the fact that a decreasing particle size leads to an increase of the
pressure inside the metal particle due to an increase of the surface curvature. Therefore,
smaller droplets will desorb more atoms than larger ones, which will suppress the
nanowire growth from droplets smaller than a certain critical radius and at the same time
it explains the fact that a higher vapor pressure could result in higher flux to the droplet
leading to faster growth kinetics for smaller diameter nanowires.
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4.7 Kinetic models for the growth of silicon nanowires
In this section, we will revise the different kinetic models that are available in the
literature for the growth of silicon nanowires. Here in we present 4 main cases, each of
them having a different limiting step30.

Figure 4.7.1 Schematic illustrating the possible limiting processes in the VLS growth of
silicon nanowires.
Case 1: Dissolution at the vapor-liquid interface as rate limiting step: in the case
of growth controlled by processes at the vapor-liquid interface, the supersaturation in the
gas phase is much larger than that in the liquid droplet. A general balance that represent
the events happening in the metal droplet:

2 3 𝑑𝐶
𝑟1 𝐶
𝑉𝑁𝑊
𝜋𝑅
= 𝜋𝑅2 𝑥𝑣𝑙 𝐽 − 2𝜋𝑅2
− 𝜋𝑅2
3
𝑑𝑡
𝜏1
𝛺𝑚
# molecules in the
volume of the metal
droplet

# molecules
absorbed
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# desorption
events

# molecules lost
for
crystallization

Where in this equation:
𝑱 = 𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑥,
𝑽𝑵𝑾 = 𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒,
𝒙𝒗𝒍 =
𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡,
𝝉𝒊 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
𝜴𝒎 = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒.
The result is that at steady state, the growth kinetics of nanowire is diameterindependent determined only by adsorption and desorption processes. As it is clear from
the equation above the two R2 of the terms of absorption and desorption are cancelled and
the dependence on the radius/diameters disappears.
In order to understand better this equation and accounting for the difference in
supersaturation on the vapor and liquid phases, Meyyapan et al30 presented it in a
simplified way in terms of the nanowire growth rate as:
𝑉𝑁𝑊 = 𝑉0 (Φ − 𝜇)
Where
Φ is the measure of supersaturation in the gas phase determined by the balance of
adsorption and desorption processes
µ is the super saturation in the liquid phase
VNW nanowire growth rate
V0 is a coefficient dependent on the equilibrium concentration, molar volumes of the
growth species in the solid and liquid phases and the average life time of the molecules
on the droplet surface controlled by desorption processes
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In this case of nanowire growth controlled by processes at the vapor-liquid
interface, the supersaturation in the gas phase is much larger than that in the liquid
droplet. Considering this, the solution of the equation presented becomes trivial and the
result is a diameter independent growth rate determined only by adsorption and
desorption processes.
Case 2: Diffusion of atoms in the liquid phase across the droplet as the rate
limiting step.
This case can be modeled by the Fick’s equation for mass diffusion:

𝐽𝐴 = −𝜌𝒟𝐴𝐵 (𝑑𝑤𝐴 /𝑑𝑥𝑖 )
Where: 𝐽𝑏 = 𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥, 𝐷𝑏 = 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑤𝐴 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑥𝑖 =
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
This model means slower growth for thicker wires, which have a thicker catalyst
beads. As it can be observed from the expression above a bigger xi value will lead to a
reduction in the molecular flux that is limiting in this case the nanowire growth rate. Then
a bigger bead will lead to shorter nanowires. However, this only applies under the
assumption that the concentration at the tip is some value irrespective of the diameter and
the concentration at the growth front is small leading to a lower gradient with increased
diameter.
Case 3: Precipitation kinetics as the limiting step
In this case the precipitation kinetics is directly proportional to the concentration
(supersaturation) that exists in the droplet.
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According to the Gibbs/Thomson effect, the decrease of supersaturation can be expressed
as: ∆𝜇 = ∆𝜇0 − 4Ω𝛼.
Where ∆𝜇 is the effective difference between the chemical potential in our case of the Si
in the vapor phase and in the nanowire, ∆𝜇0 is the same difference when the nanowire
diameter becomes infinite, α is the specific free energy of the nanowire surface and Ω is
the atomic volume of Si. The growth rate typically represented by V is given by
∆𝜇 𝑛

𝑉~ (𝑘𝑇 ) .
From these two equations it is possible to obtain:

𝑛

√𝑉 =

∆𝜇0 𝑛
4Ω𝛼 𝑛 1
√𝑏 −
√𝑏
𝑘𝑇
𝑘𝑇
𝑑

Where:
b is the kinetic coefficient independent of supersaturation.
𝑉 1/𝑛 = 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒,
𝑑 = 𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟,
𝛺 = molar volume of species within the cluster,
𝛥𝜇0 = 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒,
𝜅= Boltzmann constant, 𝛼=liquid-vapor interface tensions.
This equation presents a general relationship between the nanowire diameter and
the growth rate.
This latest equation is the well-known Givargizov model120 and relates the growth
rate (V) to the supersaturation (driving force for crystallization).
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It can be observed that as diameter increases, the growth rate increases predicting
faster growth rate for thicker whiskers than thinner ones. However, it is important to
mention that the model used for develop this equation is flawed. This is because this
equation predicts a diameter limit below in which one cannot observe VLS growth. It has
been shown in many materials systems, nanowires could be grown using VLS mode with
diameters in the sub 5nm sized nanowires up to 2nm for Si121. Thus the model and the
assumptions of supersaturation are not appropriate for VLS growth.

Case 4: Adatom diffusion from the substrate to the nanowire as the limited step
Seifert et al122 proposed a simple expression for the nanowire growth including Rtop, the
material which directly hits the particle at the top of the whisker and (ii) Rside, the
material which diffuses towards the particle after it has arrived at the (ideally) nongrowing side-facets:

𝑅𝐿 = 𝑚𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑝 + 𝑛𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒
+ 𝑛𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

Where:
𝑚=

2𝜋𝑟 2
𝜋𝑟 2

,𝑛=

2𝜋𝑟𝜆
𝜋𝑟 2

, 𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑝 ≈ 𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 ≈ 𝑅

R stands for the arrival rate of reactant species per surface site.
𝜆

Then: 𝑅𝐿 = 2 (𝑅 + 𝑟 )
The linear growth rate should increase with the reactant pressure p and, due to the
term 𝜆/𝑟, thinner nanowires should grow faster than thicker ones.
As it can be observed, any of the models described in this section can correlate
with our experimental observations of the droplet diameter to the nanowire diameter ratio
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1:1 for thinner nanowires and the droplet diameter to the nanowire diameter ratio of 2:1
or more for thicker nanowires. Furthermore, they failed explaining the observation that
thicker nanowires grow faster due to higher surface available for the dehydrogenation
reaction to occur comparing to thinner nanowires that grow slower due to a smaller
surface area available for the dehydrogenation reaction to occur. Despite the Givargizov
model predict that thicker nanowires grow fast this model it has the inaccuracy of taking
the chemical potentials in the gas phase equal to those in the solid phase which makes
this method unreliable. These observations led us to propose a model that can explain our
experimental observations and it is described in the following section.
Our proposed model: Dissolution kinetics limiting as the rate limiting step
First of all, all of the above models are developed for constant ratio between
droplet diameter and nanowire diameter. In our case, the droplet diameter to the nanowire
diameter ratio is 1:1 for thinner nanowires and the ratio increases to 2:1 or more for
thicker nanowires. Secondly, even for constant diameter ration, majority of models
predict faster growth kinetics for smaller diameter nanowires. As discussed before, the
Givargizov model that predicts faster growth for thicker nanowires uses inaccurate
assumption about supersaturation within droplets being diameter dependent and makes
inaccurate predictions of diameter limits for growth. The experimental observations here
on silicon nanowire growth using Ga droplets will need to be explained further with a
new model. The details of our proposed model are described below.
In order to get a mathematical expression that correlates with our experimental
observations we made a mole balance on the gallium droplet at steady state condition and
with accumulation term equal to zero. The equation for the overall mole balance:
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[

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠
]−[
]+[
]
𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝐼𝑛
𝑂𝑢𝑡
=[

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓
]
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠

Then:
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠
[
]−[
]=0
𝐼𝑛
𝑂𝑢𝑡

𝑊𝐴𝑟 (4𝜋𝑟𝑑 2 ) − 𝜌̅𝑆𝑖 (𝜋𝑟𝑛𝑤 2 ) ∙ 𝑟𝑆𝑖 = 0
Where:
𝑊𝐴𝑟 = flux at constant temperature, pressure and SiH4 partial pressure (𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑛𝑚2 ∙ 𝑚𝑖𝑛)
It is important to mention here that the flux under dissolution kinetics limitation should
be:
𝑊𝐴𝑟 = 𝑘𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑛
Where k is the rate constant, Cgas is the concentration of the gas phase and n represents
the reaction order that depends of the dissolution mechanism.
𝑟𝑑 = Ga droplet radius, (nm)
𝜌̅𝑆𝑖 = is the molar density of silicon, (mol/nm3)
𝑟𝑛𝑤 = Si nanowire radius, (nm)
𝑟𝑆𝑖 = growth rate (nm/min)
In this simplified mole balance 4𝜋𝑟𝑑 2 is the surface area of the Gallium droplet and has
units of nm2, 𝜋𝑟𝑛𝑤 2 is the cross section of the silicon nanowire and has units of nm2, and
finally we made 𝑟𝑆𝑖 = 𝑑𝐿/𝑑𝑡 then 𝑟𝑆𝑖 have units of nm/min.
Then by working with the equation we can get that the growth rate of our silicon
nanowires is:
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𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 2 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 2
𝑟𝑆𝑖 ~
~
𝑟𝑛𝑤 2
𝑑𝑛𝑤 2

Figure 4.7.2 Mole balance for silicon nanowire growth using Gallium droplet at tip.
From our experimental observations small nanowires have a droplet diameter to
nanowire diameter ratio of 1:1 then the growth rate in this case is equal to a constant.
This theoretical model based on the mole balance in the Gallium droplet correlates with
our experimental observation, as it can be observed from data plotted in Figure 4.5.2.
From our experimental observations, in the whole range of silicon nanowires
synthesized (Figure 4.5.2a), it was found that the following mathematical correlation is
valid:

2
Ad r o p d
l ed tr o p l e t
GN W~
~ 2 ~ f(dn w
)
An w
dn w

where, GNW silicon nanowire growth rate, Anw is the cross section area of the Si
nanowire; Ad is the surface area of the Ga droplet, dnw, ddroplet are diameters of nanowire



and Ga droplet, respectively. The agreement with experimental data and observations
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suggest that the silicon nanowire growth here is limited by dissolution kinetics at vapormolten Ga interface.
4.8 Estimation of activation energy for nanowire growth
The activation energy was calculated using the Arrhenius equation and different
nanowire diameters, including bigger than 200nm. The average value of the activation
energy for all these nanowires was calculated to be 31.9 kJ/mol (Figure 4.6.3).

Figure 4.8.1 Arrhenius plot of growth kinetics as a function of temperature.
The activation energy was calculated at constant diameters for nanowires with ≤
300nm. As seen in Figure 4.8.1, the activation energy values are estimated to be between
20-40kJ/mol.
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Figure 4.8.2 Arrhenius equation 1/T vs ln (k) plots at constant nanowire diameter using
metallic Ga a) 33nm. b) 38nm. c) 42nm. d) 50nm. e) 61nm. f) 71nm. g) 300nm.
In the case of dissolution kinetics limited growth, the volumetric growth rate is
proportional to the dissolution rate which itself is proportional to the surface area of Ga
droplet. The linear growth rate is then proportional to the ratio of dissolution rate to
cross-sectional area of the wire as shown in the equation below. Typically, the ratio of tip
surface area and the nanowire cross-sectional area is constant and thus the linear growth
rate becomes independent of nanowire diameter under dissolution kinetics limited
regime. However, here, for our experiments, the ratio of the droplet and the nanowire
diameters increase with nanowire diameter until about 200 nm and then stays constant.
Therefore, it is possible to determine the activation energy for the overall
reactions involved in silicon dissolution using growth kinetics data obtained at different
temperatures. The apparent activation energy is obtained using the slope of the Arrhenius
plot by the best-fit line through the data shown in Figure 4.8.1 The activation barrier
height is estimated to be about ~ 31.9 kJ/mol. The data is analyzed for all nanowire
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diameters and the activation barriers ranged from 20-40 kJ/mol.In order to explain the
silicon dissolution process on the Ga droplet surface, the following two reactions are
proposed. In both reactions, silyl radicals from the gas phase adsorb on to Ga surface and
undergo dehydrogenation by reacting with surface or bulk hydrogen within Ga (Ga-H).
The formation of surface gallium hydride species in gallium catalysts has been reported
before60. The Ga-H bond energy has been calculated to be ~ 24 kJ/mol, estimated by
FTIR spectra 60, 123
Table 4.8.1 Proposed surface and bulk reactions happening in the gallium droplet.

As seen from Table 4.8.1, for all possible reactions that could take place, the
reaction number (4.5.4) is more likely to be limiting the reaction for the silicon nanowire
growth based on the estimated activation energy for the overall growth kinetics. This is
supported by the theoretical value of 24 kJ/mol for the activation energy which
reasonably agrees to the calculated experimental value of 31.9 kJ/mol.
The activation barrier estimated for Equation 4.5.4 using the bond energies
suggests that the experimentally obtained value can be explained by the energy required
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to break the Ga-H bonds. Based on the net energy required for bond breakage and
formation arguments in Equation 4.5.2, it is possible to conclude that the reaction shown
as Equation 4.5.4 is more likely to have activation energy similar to that observed in our
experiments.
As the experimental data suggests, the plasma activation of gas phase is necessary
to grow silicon nanowires using Ga. This implies that the atomic hydrogen reacts with
molten Ga and forms Ga-H species both on the surface and in the bulk. In recent
literature, there has been some interest in storing hydrogen using Gallium through
formation of Ga-H124.

The Gallium hydrides will release hydrogen at moderate temperatures around 200
ºC or higher. However, in our experiments involving high concentrations of atomic
hydrogen, there will be a dynamic exchange of hydrogen from vapor phase in to molten
Gallium and release of dissolved hydrogen to vapor phase through formation of
molecular hydrogen. Such dynamic exchange with between molten gallium and atomic
hydrogen allows for high concentration of gallium hydrides within molten gallium
clusters.

Note that dehydrogenation of silyl radicals on molten gold occurs without the
presence of atomic hydrogen. Thus, the selective dissolution of silicon into molten Ga in
the presence of atomic hydrogen suggests a synergistic effect which requires having high
concentration of atomic hydrogen for catalysis. Based on the above mechanism, it is
hypothesized that the molten gallium acts as hydrogen sink that leads to the formation of
the Ga-H species which catalyze the dehydrogenation of silyl radicals on molten Ga
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surface (Figure 4.8.3). Such enhanced reactivity could be explained for the observed
selectivity and the resulting silicon nanowire growth using molten Ga droplets in the
presence of plasma gas phase activation.

Figure 4.8.3 Schematics illustrating the proposed growth mechanistic steps involved with
silicon nanowire growth using Ga droplets: a) The Ga droplet acts as a hydrogen sink.
Gallium droplets in the presence of hydrogen tend to capture hydrogen forming Ga-H. b)
Dissolution reaction happening on the Ga droplet surface. The Ga-H species formed on
the Ga droplet catalyzes the dehydrogenation of the silyl radicals on the surface of the
molten Ga. c) Contact area of Ga droplets depending on their size. d) Precipitation of Si
nanowires from different droplet size.
It is theoretically possible for growing Si nanowires using Ga droplets at its
eutectic temperature of 30 ˚C or higher. However, the kinetics will be extremely slow.
Thus, if the dissolution kinetics could be improved by increasing the atomic hydrogen
concentration (plasma conditions), silyl radical concentration, optimized chlorosilane
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composition and pressure then it should be possible to reduce the growth temperature to
near 100 ˚C. Growth of crystalline silicon nanowires at sub-200 ˚C temperatures could
open up avenues for their fabrication over thin metal foils for lithium ion battery and
plastic substrates for flexible electronics.
4.9 Diameter control of Si nanowires
The use of Gallium films obtained by evaporation and/or spreading leads to Ga
droplets with a large size distribution. Therefore, it is important to develop a method to
obtain Ga droplets with uniform distribution and also obtain droplets with controlled
diameters. Here, the use and reduction of Ga2O3 nanoparticles is proposed as an indirect
and alternative approach to obtain control on diameter and its size distribution of silicon
nanowire arrays.
The synthesis of Silicon nanowires using Gallium (III) oxide 99.9995% (SigmaAldrich) <100nm nanometer particle size was carried out as follows: the gallium oxide
particles were dispersed on acetone and sonicated for around 30min. The homogeneous
solution then was dropped onto different substrates including quartz, silicon and stainless
steel. Then the substrates were placed in the reactor and the nanoparticles were reduced at
800 ºC for 1 hour using 15sccm of a mixture of 10%H2/Ar. In order to confirm that the
reduction of the Ga2O3 was successful we perform EDAX analysis on the reduced
droplets. In this way we confirmed that the droplets composition was rich in Ga with nondetectable oxygen content.
Figure 4.9.1(a). shows the distribution of gallium droplets size reduced from
Ga2O3. The average droplet size was 30nm. The dispersion of the synthesized nanowires
is wide, with an average nanowire diameter 68nm. All the synthesized nanowires were
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less than 200nm in diameter. The reason for the resulting nanowire diameter being bigger
than the starting reduced droplet diameter can be attributed to the agglomeration of the
gallium droplets during the initial heating stage for the nanowire growth as in the case
when using metallic gallium. This explains the resulting bigger nanowire diameter than
the starting reduced Ga2O3 nanoparticles diameter.

Figure 4.9.1 Histogram showing the size distribution of the gallium droplets formed from
the reduction of Ga2O3 nanoparticles.
After the reduction, the reactor was cooled down and the desired temperature for
the nanowire growth was set. The synthesis of silicon nanowires was performed under
typical conditions. Figure 4.9.2 shows the SEM images of the Gallium III oxide
nanoparticles reduced and the resulting nanowires obtained. These nanowires were grown
at 400 ºC. The samples using this method showed high homogeneity of the silicon
nanowire diameter size.
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Figure 4.9.2 a) SEM image of gallium droplets reduced from Ga2O3 nanoparticles. b)
SEM images of synthetized Silicon nanowires using reduced Ga2O3 nanoparticles at 400
ºC.
Silicon nanowire growth experiments were performed at different temperatures
using reduced Gallia nanoparticles and the data is used to estimate the activation energy
for growth kinetics.
Figure 4.9.3 shows the SEM images for different samples synthetized at different
temperatures using reduced Gallia nanoparticles. As it can be observed there is an
increased nanowire diameter homogeneity comparing with the samples shown in the
previous chapter that were prepared using metallic gallium thin layer on top of the
substrates.
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Figure 4.9.3 SEM image of silicon nanowires synthetized using Ga2O3 reduced
nanoparticles at a) 450 ºC, b) 380 ºC, c) 300 ºC and d) 200 ºC.
Another important characteristic of the resulting nanowires is that they show
almost no kinks as expected due to their small sized droplets at their tips. Besides the
narrow size distribution for diameters and lengths for resulting nanowires, the nanowire
diameter to droplet diameter ratio in most of the cases is approximately around 1:1. It is
important here to note that these observations agree well with the previous results
obtained when using metallic gallium droplets with sizes smaller than 100 nm.
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The composition of the synthetized nanowires was performed using EDX analysis
on the sample obtained at a growth temperature of 380 ºC. Figure 4.6.4 shows that the tip
of these nanowires is rich in Gallium but shows the presence of small amounts of oxygen.
However, the nanowire appears to be silicon with no oxygen content. This is an important
observation as it suggests that it is possible to grow Si nanowires even with partially
reduced gallium oxide particles. The use of such particles could avoid coalescence into
large droplets during their use.

Figure 4.9.4 EDX analysis of a silicon nanowire synthetized at 380º C using Ga2O3
reduced nanoparticles.
4.10 Growth kinetics of silicon nanowires using reduced Gallia nanoparticles
The activation energy for the growth of silicon nanowires is extracted from
growth kinetics data as a function of temperatures at a constant diameter. The growth rate
or dL/dt is determined using the measured lengths and the reaction duration (usually
30min).
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Figure 4.10.1 shows the Arrhenius plots for different temperatures at various
diameters. The average calculated activation energy value is 35.4 kJ/mol which is still
within the range estimated for the growth kinetics when using metallic gallium. However,
this value is slightly higher than the previously reported that obtained using pure metallic
gallium of 31.9 kJ/mol.

Figure 4.10.1 Arrhenius plot of growth kinetics as a function of temperatures obtained
using Ga2O3 at constant diameters a) 24nm, b) 38nm, c) 48nm, d) 70nm and e) 123nm.

4.11 Comparison between growth kinetics obtained with Gallium oxide particle and
metallic gallium derived droplets
In this subsection we show the recalculation of the activation energy for data
shown in section 4.5 but for small nanowire diameters i.e. <200nm. The reason to
recalculate the activation energy is that the samples prepared using Gallium oxide
reduced nanoparticles did not lead to the growth of nanowires with diameter bigger than
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200nm so no reasonable or direct comparison can be done with the activation energy for
nanowires with diameter > 200nm. Also, it is well known that the very small nanowires
exhibit the most interesting electrical, chemical and mechanical properties that can be
exploited in several applications of great interest.
Figure 4.11.1 shows figure 4.8.1 replotted for nanowires with diameters less than
200nm. The previous value obtained when using nanowires bigger than 200nm is 31.9
kJ/mol, whereas the recalculated value when using only small nanowire diameters is 33.5
kJ/mol.

Figure 4.11.1 Arrhenius plot of growth kinetics as a function of temperature for
nanowires with diameter <200nm at different temperatures and using Ga droplets of
different sizes: a) 33nm, b) 38nm, c) 42nm, d) 50nm, e) 61nm and f) 71nm.

4.12 Summary
The silicon nanowire growth using Ga droplets is studied extensively using plasma
excitation. The experiments suggest that there is no silicon nanowire growth observed in
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the absence of plasma even at high temperatures. The presence of gentle plasmas is found
to be essential for silicon nanowire growth when using Gallium. One particular
characteristic of our nanowires synthesized using metallic Ga is that the nanowires less
than 200nm in diameter exhibit a droplet diameter to nanowire diameter ratio around 1:1,
whereas the nanowires with more than 200nm in diameter exhibit a droplet diameter to
nanowire diameter ratio 2:1 or more.
Using reduced Gallia nanoparticles as Ga source, it was possible to observe highly
homogeneous samples of silicon nanowires. The diameters and length of the nanowires
synthesized showed to be narrowly dispersed. The average calculated activation energy
value when using reduced Gallia is 35.4 kJ/mol. This is a slightly higher value than the
33.5 kJ/mol recalculated for small nanowire diameters when using metallic gallium.
However, there is no significant difference found in the activation energy values when
using different Ga sources.
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The synthesis if silicon nanowires using Gallia reduced nanoparticles can be used
for growth of silicon nanowires uniformly on large areas of stainless steel and other thin
metal foil substrates. The lowest temperature for the tip led growth of silicon nanowires
using this approach is found to be ~200º C.
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CHAPTER 5
SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF GALLIUM ALLOYS FOR THE GROWTH OF
SILICON NANOWIRES
In this chapter, the synthesis of silicon nanowires is investigated using Ga alloys
with aluminum and gold. Gold represents as a catalytic metal which does not need
plasma excitation for VLS growth of silicon nanowires. Aluminum is one of the lowmelting point Group III metal which is not known for catalytic ability but has been shown
to work with silicon nanowire synthesis using VLS growth at high temperatures without
the use of plasma excitation. These alloys are investigated with their synergistic effect
with plasma excitation toward VLS growth of silicon nanowires for two main reasons: (i)
enable growth at temperatures as low as 100C with enhanced kinetics at low
temperatures; and (ii) gain further insight into selective dissolution in molten metals with
and without plasma excitation.
5.1 Synthesis of Silicon nanowires using Aluminum-Gallium alloy
5.1.1 Nanowire growth using Aluminum
Aluminum is a metal that belongs to the same group as gallium and is the third
most abundant element in earth after oxygen and silicon. Aluminum has been itself an
excellent choice for the growth of silicon nanowires. From a technological point of view,
aluminum is a standard metal in silicon process line for device integration. Even further
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as the formation of silicon nanowires using gallium has been observed to be hydride
mediated, we can expect that the same mechanism could be extended for aluminum for
one main reason: previous reports have shown the interaction between hydrogen and
aluminum at high temperatures. This interaction leads to the formation of hydrides at
relative high temperatures ~ 1100 ºC125. As the interaction with hydrogen has been
observed in the absence of plasma, it is expected that such interaction occur at lower
temperature when plasma is used. In addition, the presence of gallium in Ga-Al alloys
can enable the synthesis of silicon nanowires at much lower temperatures that those
reported for when using aluminum alone. The lowest temperature reported to date when
using only Al is 430 ºC126. Recently an effort to lower this temperature has been reported,
making possible the synthesis of aluminum-catalyzed silicon nanowires after hydrogen
radical treatment at 350 ºC8. These results further support our hypothesis of hydride
mediated synthesis. Even further, our work concludes that plasma and/or the presence of
hydrogen radicals is essential when the metal-catalyzed silicon nanowires are synthesized
at temperatures lower than metal–Si eutectic temperature.
Aluminum itself is a good candidate for the synthesis of silicon nanowires despite
the fact that aluminum tends to oxidize easily making this synthesis challenging.
Aluminum oxide is promptly formed when the metal is exposed to air, leading to a thin
oxide layer covering the metal. As it can be observed in Figure 5.1.1 the eutectic point,
the lowest temperature at which the Al-Si mixture will melt, is 577 ºC. Thus, it can be
expected to grow silicon nanowires around this temperature, or in the case of plasma at
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even lower temperature than the eutectic as in the case of hydrogen radical-assisted
method.

Figure 5.1.1 Al-Si binary phase diagram127.
5.1.2 The Aluminum-Gallium alloy
As shown in Al-Ga binary phase diagram, the melting point of the AlGa alloys
can be lowered with increasing Ga concentration. The melting point of Ga rich AlGa
alloys increases with Al content from 29.3 ºC. Nevertheless, one can have molten AlGa
alloys at temperatures at 100 ºC or lower (Figure 5.1.2.). All the different temperatures
used for the growth of silicon nanowires are noted by the letters A, B, C, D, E and F and
the detailed analysis of their composition is discussed below.
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Figure 5.1.2 Al-Ga phase diagram128
From Figure 5.1.2 it is possible to observe that 70 wt% Ga, 30 wt% Al Ga-Al
mixture can be molten for points C, D, E and F (or temperatures above 400C). Below 400
C, the alloy will segregate into two phases, i.e., one is solid and another is liquid. Using
tie-line between solidus and liquidus lines for Al-Ga alloys, the following segregation
will happen. Using lever rule, one can estimate the relative percentages of liquid and
solid alloys present at different temperatures below 400C for 70:30 wt% Ga-Al alloy.
The estimated fractions and compositions of segregated phases are summarized below in
Table 5.1.2.
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Table 5.1.2 Compositions of the liquid and solid phases formed at different temperatures
from the 70 wt% Ga and 30 wt% Al alloy.
Alloy

A

B

C

Temperature

Composition of

Composition of

Weight percent

Weight percent

[ºC]

the solid phase

the liquid phase

of the alloy as

of the alloy as

wt. %

wt. %

liquid phase

solid phase

16 wt. % Ga

93 wt. % Ga

52%

48%

84 wt. % Al

7 wt. % Al

15 wt. % Ga

84 wt. % Ga

66%

34%

85 wt. % Al

16 wt. % Al

11 wt. % Ga

72 wt. % Ga

95%

5%

89 wt. % Al

28 wt. % Al

200

300

400

D

500

100

E

550

100

F

600

100

As it can be observed from the Table 5.1.2 all the alloys at different temperatures
are liquid phase rich. Since Aluminum is able to interact with hydrogen at high
temperatures forming hydrides in the absence of plasma it is possible to expect that the
Al-Ga alloy can lead to the growth of silicon nanowires in the absence of plasma.
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However, several attempts to grow silicon nanowires using the Al-Ga alloy failed
even at temperatures as high as 600º C in the absence of plasma excitation.
The Aluminum-Gallium alloy was prepared by mixing ~ 1056.9mg

of an

Aluminum slug (99.99% purity Alfa Aesar) and 2388 mg of Gallium (99.99% purity,
Sigma Aldrich). The alloy composition is about ~ 30.7 wt% of Al and 69.3 wt% of Ga. It
is important to mention that this alloy has a powdery texture while making it difficult to
spread the alloy on to the substrate in ambient, thus the films prepared with this alloy are
remarkably thicker in comparison with the Ga films. (Figure 5.1.3).

Figure 5.1.3 Optical photographs of a) Al-Ga alloy and b) Ga films on different
substrates.
The Al-Ga alloy was exposed to hydrogen plasma in order to form droplets using
a 2%H2/Ar mixture at 70W and the typical growth temperature for silicon nanowires (400
ºC) for 30min. The resulting Al-Ga droplets on a quartz substrate can be observed in
Figure 5.1.4. It is worth to remark that the droplets formed with this alloy are not
completely spherical and the substrate is not all covered with droplets as in the case of the
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Au-Ga alloy showed later or Ga itself. Thus this alloy shows a higher degree of wetting
behavior comparing to that of Au-Ga and Ga.
The formation of pure Al alloys droplets is not a trivial task in itself. Pure Al and
its alloys are known to be highly sensitive to oxidation and the presence of negligible
amounts of oxygen is enough to instantaneously form a monolayer of Aluminum oxide at
room temperature129.

Figure 5.1.4 SEM image of the Al-Ga alloy droplets on a quartz substrate after a
treatment with H2 plasma at 400 ºC and 30min.
The EDAX analysis was performed on both films and individual droplets. Figure
5.1.5 shows the SEM image of an Al-Ga alloy film and the dispersion of both metals in
the film. The film as well as the droplet showed a 30 wt. % of Al as expected from the
starting materials. Figure 5.1.5 shows the Al-Ga film and the distribution of both
compounds. Being Ga represented in green color and Al in purple color, it is clear that
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the Ga content in this film is much higher that the Al content. The data also show uniform
dispersion of Al rich regions throughout the film.

Figure 5.1.5 a) SEM image of an Al-Ga film on a quartz substrate, b) Elemental mapping
for Al and Ga in the film.
The elemental mapping in Figure 5.1.6 shows the distribution of Al and Ga within
the droplet. The data confirms the weight percent calculated from the of Al and Ga
weights used to prepare the alloy (30 wt. % and 70 wt. % respectively). Surprisingly, the
Ga seems to be on the surface of the droplet, whereas the core of the droplet seems to be
rich in Al. Thus, the distribution of the metals within the droplet is clearly marked.
However, it is not clear whether such segregation of metals from the alloy could be
different during synthesis at different temperatures.
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Figure 5.1.6 Spatial EDAX mapping for Al and Ga elements over an Al-Ga alloy droplet.
5.1.3 Growth of silicon nanowires using Al-Ga alloys
The growth of Silicon nanowires by UHV-CVD using silane as precursor and
Aluminum has already been successfully reported at temperatures between 430 ºC-490 ºC
with a tapered morphology. As expected, the growth of Silicon nanowires in the tip led
fashion happened at lower temperatures in the presence of both plasma and Al-Ga alloy.
In our experiments, the lowest temperature at which Silicon nanowires resulted due to tip
led growth is 300 ºC. Below 300 ºC, the experiments resulted in the bulk nucleation of
silicon nanowires and this could be due to the presence of bigger Al-Ga droplets. An
important observation is that in the absence of plasma there is no growth of silicon
nanowires using this alloy, even at relative high temperatures ~600 ºC as shown in Figure
5.1.4. However, the surprising aspect is that the growth of silicon nanowires using the AlGa alloy were not observed even at relative high temperatures without plasma even
though expected from prior work with pure Aluminum. The presence of small amounts of
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oxygen through back diffusion could have hampered the growth of silicon nanowires
without the presence of plasma at high temperatures.
The use of plasma in our experiments enabled the presence of hydrogen radicals
that seem essential for the nanowire growth at low temperatures. The presence of
hydrogen radicals ensures the Ga-H intermediate formation and possibly the Al-H
interaction similar to that discussed in hydrogen interaction with pure aluminum metals in
a previous report130. The nanowires grown at 400 ºC using the Al-Ga alloy in the
presence of plasma showed a droplet diameter size bigger than the nanowire diameter, in
some cases reaching the 2:1 ratio or more similar to that observed using pure Ga droplets
as discussed in Chapter 4. As the synthesis temperature was increased the nanowire
morphology became tapered. See Figure 5.1.7. The temperature where the nanowires
seem to be clearly tapered is 550 ºC. This is the common temperature for the synthesis of
silicon nanowires using only Aluminum. As it has been previously observed the tapering
of the nanowires can be strongly reduce by reducing the growing temperature126. The
tapered morphology implies that it is difficult to grow longer nanowires as the catalyst
cluster at tips can disappear gradually during growth. So, it is important to avoid and
control the tapering with growth. Our experiments show that the use of Ga rich Al alloys
at temperatures lower than 500 ºC, one can avoid tapering of silicon nanowires.
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As already mentioned we observed that the synthetized nanowires began to show
tapering at 550º C with this alloy, thus the highest temperature to obtain non-tapered
nanowires with this alloy was found to be 500º C.

Figure 5.1.7 SEM images of silicon nanowires synthetized at different temperatures using
the Al-Ga alloy: a) 600 ºC, b) 550 ºC, c) 500 ºC and d) 400 ºC.
The SEM images of silicon nanowires synthesized using Ga-Al alloys at
temperatures from 200 ºC to 300 ºC are shown in Figure 5.1.8. The data in Figure 5.1.8
(a) shows tip led growth of silicon nanowires at 300 ºC. In addition to silicon nanowire
growing with Ga-Al alloy droplet at its tip, the presence of a silicon blanket on the
substrate characteristic is also clearly seen. Figure 5.1.8 (b) shows the sample grown at
200 ºC and it shows that bulk nucleation of silicon nanowires from big droplet. Even
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though, it is possible to observe small droplets in this sample, they have several
nanowires coming out of them as in the already reported ‘rope-like’ bulk precipitation of
silicon nanowires as discussed in Chapter 4.

Figure 5.1.8 SEM images of silicon nanowires synthetized using an Al-Ga alloy at a) 300
ºC and b) 200 ºC.
The EDX analysis of the droplet on the tip of silicon nanowire grown at 500 ºC is
shown in Figure 5.1.9. The data shows smaller Al peak compared to that for Gallium
indicating Ga rich Ga-Al alloy being present.
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Figure 5.1.9 EDX analysis of an Al-Ga droplet of a silicon nanowire synthetized at 500
ºC.
5.1.4 Growth kinetic analysis of the silicon nanowires synthetized using Al-Ga alloy
The kinetics for silicon nanowire growth as a function of nanowire diameter and
temperature is shown in Figure 5.1.10. The resulting activation energies for various
diameters are estimated and tabulated in Table 5.1.10
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Table 5.1.10 Activation energy values obtained silicon nanowires grown using the Al-Ga
alloy.
.

Figure 5.1.10 Arrhenius plot for growth kinetics as a function of temperature for silicon
nanowires with different diameters for the Al-Ga alloy.
As indicated in the Table 5.1.10 the average calculated activation energy values
for the Al-Ga alloy is 48.6 kJ/mol. This activation energy value is bigger than the
calculated value when using either reduced Gallia (35.4 kJ/mol) particle or Gallium metal
(33.5 kJ/mol). The low activation barrier for Ga metal explains the higher growth rate
observed when using only Gallium and also validates Gallium as a better catalyst for this
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reaction compared to the Al-Ga alloy. The higher activation energy values suggest that
the addition of Aluminum does not favor the silicon nanowire growth reaction. The
observations of sluggish kinetics are not expected and need further exploration. Since
both Ga and Al have been used separately as catalyst for the synthesis of silicon
nanowires it is possible to treat this pair as cocatalysts having in mind that by definition a
catalyst is a substance that modifies the rate of reaction. In the case of Ga and Al alloy,
this pair does not act in the optimum cooperative way as a good duo of catalysts should
do.
However, this alloy allowed to have a molten metal at relative low temperatures
leading to the observed synthesis of silicon nanowires at the lowest temperature of 300
ºC, the lowest reported from our knowledge when using pure Al. Thus, even though the
activation energy value was higher than the one for pure Ga, the use of this alloy allowed
the synthesis of silicon nanowires at low temperature.
5.2 Synthesis of Silicon nanowires using Gold-Gallium alloy
5.2.1 Gold for nanowires growth
The growth of silicon nanowires has been typically performed using Gold as
catalyst. Gold offers several advantages such as high chemical stability, forms a eutectic
with silicon at 363 ºC and its nanoparticles are stable and easily available. The above
reasons make gold as an outstanding candidate for silicon nanowire growth. However,
gold is incompatible with silicon based electronics since it creates deep level defects in
Si. Also, the gold is difficult to be removed from samples making it as a major challenge.
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Figure 5.2.1 shows the Au-Si phase diagram showing the eutectic Au-Si. The synthesis of
silicon nanowires using gold has been shown to be possible at temperatures near the
eutectic28 (380º C), slightly above its eutectic temperature when using plasma. Without
the use of plasma, typical temperatures are much above 550C when using gold as
catalyst131.

Figure 5.2.1 Au-Si phase diagram.131

5.2.2 The Gold-Gallium alloy
The Gold-Gallium alloy has been previously used for the growth of
nanostructures in order to allow low temperature synthesis and achieve better growth
rates132. This is because from the catalytic point, gold is a better candidate for the
synthesis of semiconductor nanostructures and gallium will allow a lower eutectic
temperature leading to an overall low temperature synthesis. From the Au-Ga binary
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phase diagram in Figure 5.2.2, Au rich alloys do not melt at temperatures lower than 500
ºC but the Ga rich alloys can be molten at temperatures lower than 100 ºC. The different
temperatures used here for the growth of silicon nanowires are defined by the points A,
B, C and D which composition will be later described in detail using the phase diagram.

Figure 5.2.2 Au-Ga binary phase diagram.

The Au-Ga alloy was prepared as follows: a thin layer of metallic Ga was spread on a
substrate followed by a sputtered thin layer of Au for 5 minutes. In order to form droplets
from this alloy we expose it to a 2%H2/Ar mixture at 400º C, 70W for 30min. The Au-Ga
droplets alloy can be observed in Figure 5.2.1. The compositional analysis was performed
for the 30%Au-70%Ga by wt. is analyzed at various temperatures. The data obtained is
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summarized in Table 5.2.1. As indicated, the data shows that the original alloy will be
molten until 450 ºC. Below 450 ºC, the alloy will segregate into two phases, a solid phase
and a liquid phase. As indicated below, at temperatures as low as 200 ºC, majority of the
alloy will be in molten phase with Ga rich composition. The solid part of the alloy seems
to be equal in composition.
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Table 5.2.1 Compositions of the liquid and solid phases formed at different temperatures
from the 70 wt% Ga and 30 wt% Au alloy.

Alloy

Temperature

Composition of

Composition of

Weight percent

Weight percent

[ºC]

the solid phase

the liquid phase

of the alloy as

of the alloy as

wt. %

wt. %

liquid phase

solid phase

A

450

B

380

C

D

250

200

100
41 wt. % Ga

80 wt. % Ga

59 wt. % Au

20 wt. % Au

41 wt. % Ga

63 wt. % Ga

59 wt. % Au

37 wt. % Au

41 wt. % Ga

60 wt. % Ga

59 wt. % Au

40 wt. % Au
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78%

22%

63%

37%

60%

40%

Figure 5.2.3 SEM image of the Au-Ga alloy droplets formed after exposure to hydrogen
plasma at 400º C for 30min.
EDX analysis of the Au-Ga alloy droplets was performed. See Figure 5.2.4, The
EDX mapping shows the distribution of Au and Ga within the droplet. Surprisingly, the
Ga rich alloy seems to be covering the surface of the droplet, whereas the core of the
droplet seems to be rich in Au. This observation is similar to the case of the Al-Ga alloy
droplets. However, it was possible to observe that the formation of droplets with this
alloy (Au-Ga) is quite more challenging than the formation of pure Ga droplets. The
distribution of the metals in the droplet change with the temperature.
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Figure 5.2.4 Spatial EDAX mapping for Au and Ga elements over an Au-Ga alloy
droplet.
5.2.3 Synthesis of silicon nanowires using Au and the Au-Ga alloy
Several experiments were performed to confirm the catalytic effect of pure Au by
using gold covered substrates with and without plasma exposure and compared them with
those using Au-Ga alloy at the same conditions. See SEM images in Figure 5.2.5. These
sets of experiments were performed at 400 ºC, a relatively low temperature for the growth
of silicon nanowires using gold. The images in Figure 5.2.5 (a) and (b) correspond to the
substrates covered with the alloy, Au-Ga. As it can be observed in Figure 5.2.5 (a), the
use of Au-Ga alloy with plasma at 400 ºC resulted in silicon nanowire growth. At the
same time, when the same alloy is only heated without plasma exposure, a thin layer of
silicon covered both the substrate and the alloy droplets. Thus, there was no selective
dissolution of silicon into the droplets without plasma excitation.
Figures 5.2.5 (c) and (d) show the SEM images of substrates covered with only
Au. Interestingly, no nanowire growth could be observed even in the presence of plasma.
The experiment shows the necessity of a temperature higher than 400 ºC when
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synthesizing silicon nanowires using Au and SiH4 system. However, the presence of
plasma when using Au helps to the formation of small gold droplets as observed in
Figure 5.2.5 (c), whereas there is no Au droplet formation in the absence of plasma. In
this case, the Au film formation is clearly observed. Thus, the necessity of plasma for
small droplet formation is evident.

Figure 5.2.5 SEM images of different substrates heated at 400 ºC a) Au-Ga alloy exposed
to plasma, b) Au-Ga without plasma exposure, c) Au exposed to plasma and d) Au
without plasma exposure.
The silicon nanowire growth using only Au without any plasma excitation was
observed until reaching high temperatures, around 700 ºC as it can be observed in Figure
5.2.6. The synthesized silicon nanowires using only Au and no exposure to plasma
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showed to be kinked and tapered. The sample also showed a high density of silicon
nanowires. It is important to observe that in the absence of plasma at relative low
temperatures (~450º C) Au alone formed films and no droplet formation was observed on
the substrates.

Figure 5.2.6 SEM images of samples covered with Au and heated without the use of
plasma but using SiH4 at a) 500 ºC, b) 700 ºC and c) 700 ºC higher magnification image
of (b).
We can conclude that the growth of silicon nanowires using Au can be possible
either at the eutectic or higher temperatures in the presence of plasma. These observations
lead to hypothesize that the metal hydrides either occur at high temperature or in the
presence of plasma. These hydrides are important intermediates for the catalytic
dissolution of silicon species in to Gold. This idea can be supported by the reports of
transition metal hydrides which are well-established complexes that are key intermediates
in several homogenous and heterogeneous Au catalyzed reactions133. Particularly, Gold
hydrides have been postulated as intermediates in numerous homogenously catalyzed
hydrogenations134, 135 and hydrosilylations136. Despite the widely use of Gold as catalyst,
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the importance of its hydrides have attracted much attention just recently137 due to its
importance in the catalytic process. In our case, the presence of Au hydrides intermediate
species could be happening as in the case of Al, at high temperatures or either produced
by the synergism between the molten metal and plasma.
Several experiments were performed at different temperatures using Au-Ga alloys
to understand the low temperature limit. Figure 5.2.7 shows the silicon nanowires
synthesized using the Au-Ga alloy at different temperatures: 450 ºC, 380 ºC, 250 ºC and
200 ºC. As it can be observed the nanowires exhibit very small diameter, less than 100nm
and the droplet to nanowire diameter is typically around 1:1. The lowest temperature for
growing silicon nanowires using this alloy was found to be 200 ºC. The SEM images in
Figure 5.2.7 show translucent contrast for silicon nanowires indicating that they may be
tubes. These observations need to be explored to see if the core-shell segregation of
molten and solid phases in the droplet at synthesis temperatures could result in tubular
growth.
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Figure 5.2.7 SEM images of silicon nanowires synthetized using the Au-Ga alloy and
70W of plasma at a) 450 ºC, b) 380 ºC, c) 250 ºC and d) 200 ºC.

In order to confirm the presence of Au in the synthetized nanowires we perform
compositional profile analysis as shown in Figure 5.2.8. As it can be observed from this
analysis, the presence of Au is confirmed in the alloy droplet.
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Figure 5.2.8 TEM-EDS line profile analysis of nanowire tip showing the presence of
gold.

5.2.4 Kinetic analysis of the silicon nanowires synthetized using Au-Ga alloy
Figure 5.2.9 shows the kinetics data for nanowires grown using Au-Ga alloys.
Table shows the estimated activation energy values for various diameters.
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Table 5.2.2 Activation energy values obtained for silicon nanowires grown using Au-Ga
alloy as a function of nanowire diameters.

Figure 5.2.9 Arrhenius plot of growth kinetics as a function of temperature for silicon
nanowires of different sizes a) 24nm, b) 30nm, c) 41nm, d) 51nm and e) 115nm for the
Au-Ga alloy.
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The average calculated activation energy value for the Au-Ga alloy is 32.4
kJ/mol. This activation energy value is smaller than the calculated for the Al-Ga alloy
(48.6 kJ/mol). Comparing these two with the activation energy value calculated when
using Gallium metal (33.5 kJ/mol) and reduced Gallia (35.4 kJ/mol) it can be stated that:
Ea (Au-Ga) < Ea (Ga metal) < Ea (reduced Gallia) < Ea (Al-Ga)
32.4 kJ/mol < 33.5 kJ/mol < 35.4 kJ/mol < 48.6 kJ/mol
This result explains the preference of Au for silicon nanowire growth based on
growth kinetics data and estimated activation barrier. However, the differences in the
estimated activation barrier values are small, it is difficult to conclude the beneficial role
of gold in both lowering the synthesis temperature and enhancing the kinetics. But, the
segregation behavior of Au-Ga alloys into molten phase as shell and the solid phase as
core, it presents as an interesting system for growing nanotubes of different materials
systems using VLS mode,
Remarkably, the use of Au-Ga alloys led to small nanowire diameters comparing
to Gallium. This is could be explained by the preference of Gallium to agglomerate in to
bigger droplets as the temperature increases. Table 5.2.1 shows the lowest temperature
reached for the synthesis of silicon nanowires using different catalyst as well as the
calculated activation energy for the proposed approach and the data available in the
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literature. It is important to mention as reference that the activation energy for Si CVD
when using SiH4 is 144-167kJ/mol138.
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Table 5.2.3 Summary of the silicon nanowire growth temperatures and kinetics obtained
in this work compared with that from literature.

Catalyst

Lowest
synthesis
temperature
for silicon
nanowires
(this work)

Type of growth

Lowest
synthesis
temperature
for silicon
nanowires
(reported)

Activation
energy
[kJ/mol]

Reported
activation
energy for the
neutral gas
process
[kJ/mol]

[ºC]

Gallium
metal

210

[ºC]

Bulk nucleation

NA

NA
NA

Reduce
Gallia

335

Tip led

500-60056

33.5

18055 with
chloro-silanes
chemistry

Tip led

NA

35.4

NA

32.4

89 kJ/mol for
pure Au using
SiH4139

200 with SiH4
chemistry

30%Au70%Ga
alloy

200

30%Al70%Ga
alloy

300

Tip led

350 with pure
Al8

48.6

200

Bulk nucleation

NA

NA

Tip led

380 with pure
Au28

59kJ/mol for
75%Au-25%Ga
alloy using
SiH4140
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255.2 kJ/mol for
pure Al using
SiH4141

As it can be observed from this table the use of plasma and the use of an
appropriate cocatalyst, in this case Au, can make possible the synthesis of silicon
nanowires at lower temperatures that the reported in the literature with pure metals. Also
the activation energies are considerably smaller due to the cocatalyst effect as well as the
synergism between the molten metals and plasma.

5.3 Segregation behavior of Ga alloys
The alloys of 30 wt. % Al/Au and 70wt. %Ga exhibit segregation into two phases:
a liquid phase and a solid phase. The segregation led to core-shell type droplet with solid
phase in the core and liquid alloy as shell.

Figure 5.3.1 Schematics illustrating segregation behavior of phases in various Ga alloys.

The core-shell segregation results from the tendency of the low surface tension
component to be at the surface142. Surface tension is caused by the inward attraction of
molecules at a boundary. This attraction produces curvature of free liquid surfaces, and
causes a pressure difference to exist at the curved boundary.
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Table 5.3.1 Surface tension values for Gallium, Aluminum and Gold143.
Surface Tension143

Metal

mN/m
Ga

711

Al

850–1100

Au

1145

As it can be observed from Table 5.3.1, despite the fact that Al is one of the most
widely used metals, there is still a great uncertainty on the intrinsic value of its surface
tension. This is undoubtedly due to the high sensitivity of surface properties of molten Al
to oxygen144. Surface tension of Al at a temperatures close to its melting point measured
by different authors and different techniques and its resulting value lies within the range
850–1100 mN/m (Table 5.3.1).
The low surface tension of the Ga comparing with Al and Au explains the
tendency of the Gallium rich phase (the liquid phase) to be on the surface of the alloy
covering the Al or Au solid rich phase respectively. Regarding the activation energy it is
possible to observe that there is not a remarkable difference when using Ga2O3 reduced
nanoparticles, molten Ga and Au-Ga alloy for the growth of silicon nanowires. However,
it is important to remember that at the shell of the catalytic metal particle exists a rich Ga
molten metal that can explain the lack of difference.
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Nevertheless, the case of Al is quite different since the activation energy for this
molten alloy is higher. The wt. % of Aluminum in the top liquid phase, where the
reaction for the growth of silicon nanowires happens, is smaller than the wt. % of Gold
when comparing these two alloys. The difference in the activation energy value can be
only attributed to a better cocatalytic effect of Au comparing with Al. Contrary to gold,
which is chemically stable, aluminum is reactive in the ambient air. Aluminum can be
easily oxidized to form aluminum oxide Al2O3. Aluminum oxide is a strong material that
is extremely hard to reduce. The presence of aluminum oxide, which is not taken into
account in the analysis of the binary phase diagram, disturbs the VLS crystal mechanism
by preventing the diffusion of silicon vapor through the molten alloy145. This layer is a
diffusion barrier for silicon atoms. Despite this we prepared our alloy in an inert
atmosphere rich in Argon, and post heated it in order to spread it on the substrates at
ambient conditions. This resulted in a small diffusion of oxygen in to the alloy that
promptly could react with Al. This small oxygen content can be observed in Figure
5.1.10 EDX analysis of an Al-Ga droplet of a silicon nanowire synthetized at 500 ºC.
Furthermore, the activation energy value for the synthesis of silicon nanowires when
using pure Al has been calculated to be ≈255.2 kJ/mol141. This value can explain the
preference of Au as cocatalyst for the growth of silicon nanowires when used along with
Ga. Since for pure Au the activation energy has been calculated to be 89kJ/mol, which is
clearly a smaller value. However, the cocatalytic effect of Al and Au needs to be further
studied and completed as a proposed future work by making an exhaustive analysis of
these alloys at different temperatures.
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5.4 Summary
Several experiments were conducted to understand the growth of silicon
nanowires using Al-Ga and Au-Ga alloy with and without the presence of plasma. The
results suggest that the synthesis of silicon nanowires is possible with Al-Ga alloy at 300
ºC in the tip led fashion and at 200 ºC in the bulk fashion. In the case of the Au-Ga alloy,
the silicon nanowires could be grown as temperatures as low as 200 ºC with Ga at their
tips. A general characteristic of the silicon nanowires synthesized using Al-Ga and AuGa alloy is their narrow nanowire diameter distribution and this is attributed to the small
size droplets formed when using these alloys. When comparing the calculated activation
energy for the synthesis of silicon nanowires using different catalysts we found that:
Ea (Au-Ga) < Ea (Ga metal) < Ea (reduced Gallia) < Ea (Al-Ga)
32.4 kJ/mol < 33.5 kJ/mol < 35.4 kJ/mol < 48.6 kJ/mol
As it can be observed there is no remarkable difference in the activation energy
values for different Ga sources and the Au-Ga alloy. In the case of the Au-Ga alloy this
might be due to the rich Ga molten phase that is in the surface of the catalyst (where the
reaction takes place) that makes the behavior to be more Ga likely.
However, the case of the Al-Ga alloy is quite different due to the promptly
tendency of Al to form an oxide monolayer when exposed to ambient conditions, this
along with the huge energetic barrier that has been calculated for pure Al for the
synthesis of silicon nanowires (≈255.2 kJ/mol) could be leading to the observed
detrimental cocatalytic effect of Al compared with Au.
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CHAPTER 6
PLASMA-MOLTEN SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS
In this chapter, the interaction of plasma excited gas phase with molten gallium is
studied using hydrogen adsorption measurements. Specifically, hydrogen and nitrogen
plasma chemistry is studied to determine their interaction with molten gallium. The
results are then analyzed to understand the potential of molten metals as catalysts for
plasma-catalysis.
6.1 The absorption of hydrogen in Gallium
The hydrogen absorption experiments were performed using a modified reactor
setup. The reactor setup included a pack of quartz capillary tubes for supporting high
amount of Ga droplets. The reactor is tested as a batch reactor to determine the pressure
changes with and without plasma excitation. The capillaries were cleaned to reduce any
interaction of gases. In the case where the capillaries were clean, it was possible to
observe a slight increase in the overall reactor pressure until it reached a constant value
and then after shutting down the plasma, the pressure dropped. The increase in pressure
observed when the plasma was turned on is due to increase in the number of moles of the
gas phase with plasma excitation. For example, two moles of hydrogen radicals produced
per every mole of molecular hydrogen disassociated.
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The pressure change for the reactor containing packed, clean quartz tubes is shown in
Figure 6.1.1 (a) by the green dotted line. The two blue dots represent the time when the
plasma was turned on and off, respectively. The red line shows the experiment performed
when the reactor was packed with capillaries covered with gallium. The observed
pressure behavior of the reactor with the presence of Ga is remarkably different. Once the
plasma was turned on, a clear reduction in the pressure was observed until it reached a
constant value. When the plasma was turned off, a clear increase in the overall pressure
was detected. This is for the case of hydrogen, however, similar behavior was observed
for nitrogen (Figure 6.1.2).

Figure 6.1.1 Pressure change in the reactor as a function of time when a) the reactor
chamber was packed with clean capillaries b) the reactor chamber was packed with
capillaries covered with Ga when using hydrogen at 300 ºC and 70 W.
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The interaction of hydrogen and nitrogen with Ga in the presence of plasma can
be observed in Figure 6.1.2. Figures 6.1.2 (a) and 6.1.2 (b) at different plasma powers and
Figures 6.1.2 (c) and 6.1.2 (d) show pressure behavior with nitrogen plasma at different
plasma powers at constant temperature of 400 º C.

Figure 6.1.2 Pressure change as a function of time when using hydrogen and capillaries
covered with Ga in the presence of plasma at a) 70 watts, b) 140 watts. Pressure change
as a function of time when using nitrogen and capillaries covered with Ga in the presence
of plasma at a) 70 watts, b) 140 watts.
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The calculated amount of hydrogen absorbed in milimoles with different plasma
powers and temperatures is shown in Figure 6.1.3. As it can be observed from the plot,
for the case of 70 watts, the amount of hydrogen absorbed decreases considerably at 300
ºC and keeps going down as the temperature increases from this point. This temperature
then, marks the point where the hydrogen desorption becomes important. When the
plasma power is doubled to 140 watts the trend is clearer and the amount of hydrogen
absorbed diminish as temperature increases. This, again is attributed to the increased rate
of hydrogen desorption at high temperatures. However, it is important to notice that 400º
C does not follow this trend at both plasma powers. And it is possible to observe an
important absorption of hydrogen in molten Ga at this condition.

Figure 6.1.3 Milimoles of hydrogen absorbed at different temperatures when using a) 70
watts and b) 140 watts.
The same measurements were performed but when using nitrogen in the presence
of plasma. Figure 6.1.4 (a) shows the measurements using 70 W and Figure 6.1.4 (b) the
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measurements at 140 W. As it can be observed at high temperatures i.e. around 800 ºC,
the change in pressure is almost negligible meaning that the absorption of nitrogen is near
zero. However, for the particular case of 800 ºC and 900 ºC at 70 watts and 140 watts, it
is possible to observe the presence of a black layer covering the quartz tubes and a
blackish change in color in the capillaries covered with Gallium.
For both cases of hydrogen and nitrogen absorption it can be observed that the
lower the temperature, the higher the amount of hydrogen/nitrogen absorbed. Also as the
plasma power increases, the absorbed amount of nitrogen/hydrogen decreases. The
existence of this interaction at low temperatures is of great importance since it can lead to
make possible the synthesis of ammonia at mild conditions.

Figure 6.1.4 Milimoles of nitrogen absorbed at different temperatures when using a) 70
watts and b) 140 watts.
As it can be observed, from the calculations of the amount of hydrogen and
nitrogen absorbed the number of milimoles is higher at lower temperatures. This low
temperature range is where the reaction for the growth of silicon nanowires occur. The
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remarkable pressure change observed at these low temperatures indicating a higher
absorption of hydrogen and nitrogen species due to the interaction of hydrogen with Ga
in the presence of plasma can be an indication of the successful synthesis of silicon
nanowires at these temperatures.
6.2 The GaN formation at 800 ºC and 70 watts
As previously mentioned, the experiments on the interaction of nitrogen with Ga
in the presence of plasma at temperatures higher than 800 ºC lead to the formation of a
blackish layer on the tube as well as in the covered capillaries. In order to determine the
resulting deposit, a quartz substrate covered with a thick Gallium layer was exposed to
nitrogen plasma at 800 ºC and 70 watts. The reaction was performed using the reactor in
a continuous flow configuration and the pressure was set at 1.2 torr. Figure 6.2.1 shows
the pictures of the reactor using nitrogen plasma and the quartz substrate covered with
Gallium. From this image, it is clear to observe the formation of a black product from the
interaction of nitrogen with Gallium at 800 ºC and 70 watts.
XRD analysis of the resulting deposit shows the characteristic peaks for the GaN.
See Figure 6.2.1 (a). Figure 6.2.1 (b) shows the SEM image of the hexagonal GaN
crystals. This quick analysis helped us to determine the temperature at which the
interaction of nitrogen with Gallium goes beyond a physisorption leading to the
formation of GaN.
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Figure 6.2.1 Pictures showing a) the reactor using nitrogen plasma, b) the quartz substrate
covered with a thick Gallium film after plasma exposure and c) quartz tube after plasma
exposure.
XRD analysis of the resulting deposit shows the characteristic peaks for the GaN
(figure 6.2.2 9 (a)). Figure 6.2.2 (b) shows the SEM image of the hexagonal GaN crystals
overlapped.
This quick analysis helped us to determine the temperature at which the
interaction of nitrogen with Gallium goes beyond a physisorption leading to the
formation of GaN.
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Figure 6.2.2 a) XRD diffraction patter for the GaN film formed at 800 ºC, 70 watts and
1.2 torr, b) SEM image of the formed GaN film.

6.3 First computational studies

The Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) is used understanding the
interaction of atomic hydrogen with molten gallium. VASP computes an approximate
solution to the many-body Schrödinger equation, either within density functional theory
(DFT), solving the Kohn-Sham equations, or within the Hartree-Fock (HF)
approximation, solving the Roothaan equations. Hybrid functionals that mix the HartreeFock approach with density functional theory are implemented as well. In VASP, central
quantities, like the one-electron orbitals, the electronic charge density, and the local
potential are expressed in plane wave basis sets. The interactions between the electrons
and ions are described using norm-conserving or ultrasoft pseudopotentials, or the
projector-augmented-wave method. To determine the electronic groundstate, VASP
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makes use of efficient iterative matrix diagonalisation techniques, like the residual
minimisation method with direct inversion of the iterative subspace (RMM-DIIS) or
blocked Davidson algorithms. These are coupled to highly efficient Broyden and Pulay
density mixing schemes to speed up the self-consistency cycle.

The model preparation was set as follows:

a. Initial Starting structure is Gallium bulk (orthorhombic) cut sample with 216
atoms.
b. Annealed it very high temperature (3500K) to destroy the crystalline phase.
c. Cooled down the sample quickly to 350K (Fast quenching).
d. Cooled down slowly to 300K (melting temperature of Gallium is 303K).
e. Calculate the radial distribution function to measure the nearest neighbor distance.
f. All the simulation is done using the VASP package.

6.3.1 Computational method

The calculation of the quantum-mechanical total energy of the system and
subsequent minimization of that energy with respect to the electronic and nuclear
coordinates help in predicting the electronic and geometric structure of a solid. To
calculate the interaction between atoms, the total energy and forces of a system, an
appropriate interatomic potential is needed. Density functional theory [DFT] based abinitio modeling is a more accurate method which originates from the fundamental view of
electronic structure of the material. Due to the huge number of electrons it is impossible
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to directly solve the many body hamiltonian and obtain many-particle wavefunction of
solids. DFT is a many body theory which is based on the idea of using only the density
as the basic variable for describing many electron systems.
The formulation of DFT based on two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems146 . The first
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem proves that the ground state density n(r) determines all
properties of the system, such as external potential, the total energy, wavefunction for all
states except a constant shift of energy. The second theorem indicates that there is a
universal functional for total energy in term of the electron charge density, E[n], which
will be globally minimized by the ground state electron density. Based on these two
theorems, we could write147

𝐸[𝑛] = 𝐹[𝑛] + ∫ 𝑑 3 𝑟𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟)𝑛(𝑟)

Vext(r) is the external potential functional F[n] contains all internal energies of the
interacting electron gas. In 1965, according to Kohn-Sham approach148 , the charge
density n(r), kinetic energy Ts, and Hatree energy (the classical electrostatic interaction)
EHatree[n], of an independent particle system with single-electron wavefunction
representation are expressed as
𝑛(𝑟) = 2 ∑ |𝜓𝑖 |2
𝑖,𝑜𝑐𝑐

𝑇𝑠 = −

ℏ2
∑ ⟨𝜓𝑖 |∇2|𝜓𝑖 ⟩
2𝑚
𝑖,𝑜𝑐𝑐
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𝐸𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 [𝑛] =

1
𝑛(𝑟)𝑛(𝑟 ′ )
∫ 𝑑 3 𝑟𝑑 3 𝑟 ′
|𝑟 − 𝑟 ′ |
2

Thus the Hohenberg-Kohn expression will be re-written as

𝐸[𝑛] = 𝑇𝑠 [𝑛] + ∫ 𝑑 3 𝑟𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟)𝑛(𝑟) + 𝐸𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 [𝑛] + 𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝑛]

The first three terms of this equation reflect the contribution of a non-interacting many
particle system. The last term Exc[n] contains all non-classical interaction of the many
body system. By applying the variational principle, we obtain the Kohn-Sham equation
𝐻𝐾𝑆 (𝑟)〈𝜓𝑖 〉 = 𝜖𝑖 〈𝜓𝑖 〉
With

𝐻𝐾𝑆 (𝑟) = −

ℏ2 2
∇ + 𝑉𝐾𝑆,𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝑟)
2𝑚

VKS,eff(r) is the effective potential depend on electron density n(r ), with the form

𝑉𝐾𝑆,𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) +

𝛿𝐸𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑐
+
= 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑟) + 𝑉𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑟) + 𝑉𝑥𝑐 (𝑟)
𝛿𝑛(𝑟)
𝛿𝑛(𝑟)

There are different approximate functionals to describe the exchange-correlation
potential

such

as

local

density

approximation

(LDA),

generalized-gradient

approximations (GGAs) and Hybrid functional. If the approximate form of Vex(r) is
determined, then the true ground state density and energy could be obtained by solving
Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem. In real calculation Kohn-Sham equation is solved selfconsistently. With the initial guess of electron density, the effective potential is calculated
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and the Hamiltonian is determined. After solving Kohn-Sham equation, the new electron
density will be obtained from electron eigenstates. The new density will be used as input
for a new iteration, until the electron density is converged.
Ab-initio Molecular Dynamics is used as a major tool in this modeling part. In
MD simulation scheme, the internal force and velocity of the atoms in a system will be
calculated with appropriate pseudopotential. Through Newton’s second law, the
coordinates of atoms at any given time will be determined. By controlling the
temperature (means atomic kinetic energy), the system will be annealed or relaxed to
seek suitable local energy minima, representation of the amorphous phase. The final
model will be the one with a minimum total energy.
The MD simulation is first performed at temperature well above the melting
temperature which forces the system to lose memory of the initial configuration and
represent liquid state. Then the system is brought to a lower temperature with an
appropriate quench rate. Finally the system us quenched to 0K and relaxed to an energy
minimum. This method is time consuming especially for big systems and the model
contain an exaggerated concentration of defects, such as wrong bonds over and undercoordinated atoms.

The simulation presented in this work are performed with the Vienna Ab-initio
Simulation package (VASP) based on Density functional theory using a plane wave
basis149 , with local density approximation and Vanderbilt’s ultrasoft potential149, 150, 149.
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6.3.2 Model preparation and result discussion
To construct a realistic model of liquid gallium, we began with bulk
[Orthorhombic crystal structure] cut 216 atoms sample. The initial configuration was
melted at 3000K and equilibrated for 1000 steps. Then the system is quenched to 350K
and then slowly quenched from 350K to 300K and equilibrated at 300K (figure 6.3.1).
b

a

Figure 6.3.1 Simulation results for hydrogen activity in Ga using VASP at 300K and
600K.
The most popular and simple position distribution function is radial distribution
function. The radial distribution function g(r), gives the probability of finding a particle
in the distance r from another particle.
𝑔(𝑟⃗) = 𝜌−2 𝑉 −1 𝑁(𝑁 − 1) < 𝛿(𝑟⃗ − ⃗⃗⃗⃗)
𝑟𝑖𝑗 >
ρ is the density of the model, V is the volume of the model. rij is the distance between the
two atoms. For amorphous material, the radial distribution function contains important
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local structural information. I calculated total radial distribution functions (RDFs) of this
model. The first sharp peak of the RDF (Figure 6.3.2) is the contribution from Ga-Ga
correlations. The experimental partial RDF data is obtained from reference151 and our
calculated average Ga-Ga bond length result is agree with the experimental first peak
around 2.8 A.

Figure 6.3.2 (a) Left side image showing liquid gallium at 0K and right side image
showing hydrogenated molten gallium system at 300K (b) Left side image showing
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liquid gallium at 0K; right side image showing hydrogenated molten gallium system at
600K.
To investigate the Ga and H interaction, we quenched the model again to reach
the 0K and relaxed it at 0K. Added 60 hydrogens at the undercoordinated site of the
model to investigate the interaction between Ga and H at 300K and 600K (Figure 6.3.2).
The molten Ga -H system was annealed at 300K and 600 K and equilibrated by running
another 5 picoseconds. Figure 6.3.2 illustrates that the hydrogens are distributed in the
middle of the cell as well as at the surface of the cells at 300 K. Only three hydrogens are
trapped inside the cell and other are moved on the surface at 600 K (Figure 6.3.2).
Therefore we studied the hydrogen dynamics by calculating the mean square
displacement [MSD] for this system. The mean square displacement plot (Figure 6.3.3)
shows that the Ga and hydrogen atoms are less diffusive at 300K. The hydrogens inside
the cells are mostly trapped in between the Ga atoms. MSD of hydrogen atoms at 600K
result shows almost a linear increase with time illustrating very diffusive nature of H.
Only three hydrogens trapped inside the cell and other hydrogens are moving at the
surface or boundary of the model at 600K. This is in agreement with the experimental
observation of a smaller amount of hydrogen absorbed on Ga at higher temperatures. As
we observe through the modeling of the interaction of hydrogen with Ga, hydrogen is
more diffusive at high temperatures and tends to be on the Ga surface rather than in the
slab. Thus, the simulated behavior of hydrogen in Ga correlates with our experimental
observations.
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Figure 6.3.3 (a) and (b) Mean square displacement plots for gallium and hydrogen atoms
at 300K. (c) and (d) Mean square displacement plots for gallium and hydrogen atoms at
600K.
6.4 The interaction of hydrogen with metals

The formation of Ga-H species has been observed as the result of the interaction
of supported Ga catalysts with molecular hydrogen at high temperatures60. Also, the
formation of gallium hydrogen species on the surface of Ga2O3 at elevated temperatures
has been reported. In the latter case, a clear understanding of the hydrogen adsorption is
considered of great importance for the design of molecular sensors and alkane
dehydrogenation-aromatization catalysts61. The GaH species on the Ga2O3 surface have
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been experimentally detected by FTIR (Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy) and its
formation had been attributed to the H adatom that binds the unsaturated Ga atoms62 .
The production of GaH species is favored at high temperatures since the oxygen
vacancies creation on the Ga2O3 increase with temperature.
The formation of surface Ga-H on GaN (0001) has been also a topic of intensive
research in order to gain a better understanding of the GaN surface structure. In this case,
it has been found that molecular hydrogen does not react with the GaN (001) surface
while atomic hydrogen exposure results in the formation of surface Ga-H63. The changes
in the electronic structure of GaN (001) had been determined by electron-energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) as indicators of the surface Ga-H presence63.
However, it is important to mention that the formation of the surface Ga-H
species has been reported at high temperatures. The interaction between Gallium and
hydrogen occurs only when the hydrogen molecules are excited enough to interact with
Gallium. The modeling of the hydrogen behavior on Ga stabilized δ-Pu at low
temperatures, less than 300º C, has shown that the regions of high Ga concentration
showed a dramatic decrease of the hydrogen diffusivity, and H atoms would never enter
these regions65. As discussed in Chapter 4, the formation of Ga-H species on the surface
of molten gallium is an important step for selective dissolution of silicon in to molten Ga
in the presence of plasma55. Aluminum is another metal that has been previously reported
to interact with molecular hydrogen at high temperatures. This interaction leads to the
formation of hydrides at temperatures around ~ 1100 ºC125. The idea of the occurrence of
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metal hydrides can be supported by the reports of transition metal hydrides which are
well-established complexes that are key intermediates in several homogenous and
heterogeneous Au catalyzed reactions133. Particularly, Gold hydrides have been
postulated as intermediates in numerous homogenously catalyzed hydrogenations134, 135
and hydrosilylations136. Despite the widely use of Gold as catalyst, the importance of its
hydrides have attracted much attention just recently137 due to its importance in the
catalytic process. In fact, the strong interaction of Gold with hydrogen has been applied
for pulling gold nanowires using a hydrogen clamp, in this clear example of interaction of
hydrogen with Gold a hydrogen molecule can be incorporated in to a gold nanocontact,
making a hydrogen clamp that is strong enough to pull a chain of gold atoms152.
Furthermore, in the presence of plasma it is important to consider the
recombination of atomic H. Wood and Wise153were the first that proved that the actual
density of atomic hydrogen in various plasma sources is determined by the recombination
probability of atoms on the walls 𝛾(0 ≤ 𝛾 ≤ 1). The historical importance of this work is
primarily based on the determination of the recombination coefficients of hydrogen on
different metallic substrates in a simplifying way, without considering surface properties
such as crystallographic structure and chemical coverage.
However, it was clearly stated that the value of 𝛾 depends on the temperature. In
accordance with that, a free atom is more likely to recombine with one adsorbed on a
surface. This means that a hydrogenated surface exhibits a high recombination
coefficient154. Therefore, we can point the recombination on the surface as well as in the
bulk as potential pathways for net reduction in moles as observed in Figure 6.4.1. The
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overall interaction of atomic hydrogen with molten Ga can be visualized as follows: (i)
surface adsorption of hydrogen on molten Ga; (ii) diffusion of H or Ga-H in to bulk; (iii)
surface recombination between gas phase atomic hydrogen and surface adsorbed species;
(iv) recombination inside bulk; and (v) desorption of atomic hydrogen.

Figure 6.4.1 Schematic illustrating recombination of atomic hydrogen on the Ga surface
and in the bulk as a means of reduction of the total number of moles.
The recombination of atomic hydrogen on the surface and in the bulk can lead to
a reduction in the overall number of moles which can explain the observed decrease in
reactor pressure with plasma. This recombination leads to the formation of molecular
hydrogen. The adsorption of hydrogen both on surface and bulk can provide enough
concentrations of hydrogen for promoting reactions such as selective dissolution and
hydrogenation and hydrogen mediated reduction reactions with molten metals such as Ga
in the presence of plasma.
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6.5 Summary

The absorption/adsorption of nitrogen and hydrogen in Ga in the presence of
plasma confirms high amount of hydrogen in molten Ga and its role in selective
dissolution for one-dimensional growth. As the temperature increased, the net decrease in
pressure reduced indicating desorption of atomic hydrogen is enhanced. This is contrary
to the case when the plasma power increases, where the absorbed amount of
nitrogen/hydrogen decreases. The modelling results confirm the significant interaction of
atomic hydrogen with molten Ga with formation of high amounts of adsorbed hydrogen
on surface, rapid diffusion through bulk and steady state concentrations of hydrogen
inside bulk. As the temperatures increased, theoretical simulations predict that the
diffusion of hydrogen is fast and lower steady state concentrations inside bulk Ga.
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CHAPTER 7
THE CAPACITY AND DURABILITY OF SILICON NANOWIRES AND
AMORPHOUS SILICON NANOTUBE THIN FILM ANODE FOR LITHIUM ION
BATTERY APPLICATIONS
In this chapter, the silicon nanowire arrays grown using plasma-Ga catalysis
approach has been investigated for their capacity as anodes for lithium ion battery
applications. In addition, silicon nanotube thin films are prepared using a novel method
involving plasma and Zinc Oxide nanowire film as sacrificial template. The resulting
silicon nanotube thin films have also been investigated as anodes for lithium ion battery
applications. In this chapter, the state of the art on silicon nanomaterials for LIBs
applications is discussed. In order to understand the significance of this work, state of the
work on silicon based nanostructured materials for lithium ion battery anodes is reviewed
in detail here.
7.1 Lithium ion battery technology and nanostructured silicon based materials
Li ion technology have gained widespread importance as portable rechargeable
batteries for a wide range of applications due to their high specific energy density (100200 Wh/Kg), high volumetric energy density (200-400 Wh/L), small size and lighter
weight batteries
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. A Li ion battery consists of a cathode and anode separated by an

electrolyte permeable separator. The space between the electrodes is filled with a nonaqueous electrolyte. The Li ion insertion into the lattice is referred as intercalation, while
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Li ion removal as deintercalation. During the charge cycle, Li ions are
deintercalated from the cathode, diffuse through the electrolyte and intercalate into the
anode. Electrons move in the external circuit from the cathode to the anode. During the
discharge cycle, the process is reversed.
Some important terminology used in Li ion batteries:
Specific Capacity: The specific capacity is defined as the amount of charge a Li ion
battery contains per unit weight of the active electrode material. It is expressed in mAh/g
and depends on the current rate.
Coulombic Efficiency: The coulombic efficiency gives an indication of the current (or
charge) wasted in undesirable side reactions such as electrolyte decomposition,
transformation or corrosion of electrode materials of the battery. And it is given by the
following equation:

% 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑐 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
× 100
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

C-rate: The C-rate is a way to express the charge or discharge current rate of a battery. A
discharge rate of 1C indicates that the current corresponding to this discharge rate would
cause the battery to be discharge in 1 hour.
Solid-Electrolyte Interface (SEI): The solid-electrolyte interface is a passivating layer
formed on the electrodes due to the electrode-electrolyte reactions. This layer is ionically
conducting and electronically insulating and has a negative impact on the mechanical
stability of the electrodes.
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Challenges with silicon nanomaterials as anodes for Li ion batteries: Silicon is a
promising host for lithium due to its high theoretical specific capacity ~ 4200 mAhg 1 but
suffers from volume expansion up to 400 % on full lithium insertion. The stress and
strain associated with such large volume changes leads to the mechanical degradation of
the electrode

156, 157, 158

which further dramatically reduces the battery capacity and life

time. Previous studies demonstrated that the tendency to fracture can be reduced or
avoided by shrinking the materials size to the nanometer scale159,
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. The improved

performance of nanometer size materials is due to the smaller domain size compare to the
critical size for the fracture which is estimated to be about 300 nm for Si161.
Using the above mentioned hypothesis, several 0-D and 1-D morphologies at nanoscale
have been tried; they include nanoparticles162, nanowires 163, 164, Si thin films165, 166 and
silicon/graphene63, 167 composites In the case of Si thin films, the main advantage is that
they are free from conductive additives and binders. Yet, the mechanical fracture 78 limits
silicon thin films for use in battery applications. Silicon nanoparticles dispersed in
conductive binders have been investigated as anodes168. When using traditional binders
very thick SEI layers grew on Si nanoparticles electrodes which results in an overall
decay of the material performance169. Proper modifications to the silicon nanoparticles
along with appropriate designed conducting binders can increase the cycle life
performance 61, 62. However the cost of these binders and the weight of inactive materials
are potential issues for practical applications.
1-D nanostructures such as silicon nanowires have shown up to 80% theoretical
capacity but only for a few cycles

164

. Low durability with cycling has been attributed to
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several processes such as: the formation of metal silicides from the substrate-silicon
reactions
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,
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, the detachment of nanowires from the current collector due to

mismatched volume changes between the substrate and the nanostructure during lithiation
and delithiation 171 and the low yield of synthesized nanowires 172.
Silicon nanotubes are attractive nanostructures for lithium ion battery applications
due to the hollowness that offers additional space for the expansion during
lithiation/delithiation process preventing the mechanical pulverization of silicon. For
silicon nanotubes synthesis, the use of zinc oxide nanorod arrays as templates for the
development of closed capped silicon nanotube arrays as anodes has been reported. The
closed tip vertical silicon nanotube arrays with diameters around 80 nm size have a direct
electrical contact back to the underlying substrate. Even so, the resulting silicon tube
arrays showed good performance, the synthesis requires deposition of ZnO nanorod array
on the substrate. This is accomplished by the deposition of a seeding layer of Zn by
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition followed by incubating in an aqueous solution.
In addition, it is difficult to make thicker electrodes with the desired tap density. Another
study reported the synthesis of a free-standing silicon nanotube mat using polymer
nanofibers as templates prepared by electrospinning.114 Even so, this method can make
long nanofibers in large numbers, the subsequent steps needed for the formation of the
double wall SiOx-Si requires several heating steps, making it less scalable.
Also, carbon coated silicon nanotubes synthetized by reductive decomposition of SiCl4
on an alumina template followed by etching is another noteworthy method for the
synthesis of nanotubes as anodes173. These nanostructures showed a Coulombic
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efficiency of 89% since the carbon coating stabilizes the Si-electrolyte interface and the
opened nanotube morphology offers an increased surface area available for Li ions to
intercalate both in the interior and exterior of the nanotubes. However, the synthesis
process requires steps of huge energy needs, such as annealing at temperatures near
1000ºC which prevents the possibility of making this process scalable as well.
7.2 Synthesis and electrochemical characterization of silicon nanowire arrays grown on
stainless steel substrates
Silicon nanowire arrays were synthesized on stainless steel substrates using
reduced Gallia particles and plasma excitation. The three main steps in this synthesis
were: 1) the reduction of the Gallia nanoparticles at 700 ºC for 1h using a mixture of
10%H2/Ar; 2) the nanowire growth reaction at 400 ºC for 1h using a mixture of
2%SiH4/H2; and 3) the removal of the Gallium tip at 800 ºC for 1h using a mixture of
10%H2/Ar. Figure 7.2.1 shows SEM images of the synthesized nanowires before and
after cycling. As seen in SEM figures, the nanowires before cycling showed no tips on
the nanowires indicating that the Ga was evaporated. The average diameter for these
nanowires is 300nm. The morphology of the nanowire arrays is preserved after cycling
and did not undergo pulverization.
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Figure 7.2.1 SEM images of silicon nanowires on stainless steel for lithium ion batteries
a) before cycling and b) after cycling.
Figure 7.2.2 showed another sample with loading of 0.7 mg and the chargedischarge of Silicon tube at the voltage range of 2.2V-0.002V with a current of 100
mA/g. It has initial discharge capacity of 3243 mAh/g during the first cycle. During the
second, it delivers discharge capacity of 1757 mAh/g. After 12 cycles, it still retains the
discharge capacity of 1406 mAh/g. The initial discharge capacity is 3200 mAh g−1, lower
than the theoretical value for silicon. This might be attributed to the small oxygen content
in this sample detected in the EDS analysis.
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Figure 7.2.2 a) Charge-discharge curves of Silicon tube at the voltage range of 2.2 V0.002V with a current of 100 mA/g. b) Discharge capacities versus cycle number of
Silicon tube at the voltage range of 2.2 V-0.002V with a current of 100 mA/g.
7.3 Synthesis and electrochemical characterization of silicon nanotube thin films
Herein, we are proposing the use of bulk produced zinc oxide nanowire powders
as cheap templates for silicon nanotube thin films synthesis. The use of this sacrificial
layer combined with low temperature silicon film deposition, results in an overall cheap,
fast and reproducible approach for the synthesis of nanotube thin films. Here, the ZnO
nanowire powders are produced in large quantities by atmospheric plasma approach78 and
are used to make a thin film that serves as the template for producing silicon nanotubes.
Then, a silicon layer is deposited using plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) on the ZnO nanowire thin film followed by the removal of the ZnO
nanowires in the same reactor just by switching gases. The use of plasma allows a low
temperature operation route making it suitable for producing nanotube thin films on thin
metal foils. The study here investigated the cyclability of silicon nanotube thin films
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produced using ZnO nanowire film as sacrificial layer without the use of any additional
binders and conducting polymers. Even further, the open-ended morphology is expected
to offer an increased surface area for intercalation. Another advantage of this approach is
that one can increase the thickness and packing density of the nanotube films for
increased loading (g/cm2) and tap density as required. Potentially, this approach offers a
scalable approach for synthesizing silicon nanotubes films with desired loading for
lithium ion batteries applications.
The SEM images of the resulting silicon nanotubes from the starting ZnO
nanowires are shown in Figure 7.3.1. The wall thickness of the nanotubes is
approximately ~ 30nm with silicon deposition for 30 minutes. The TEM images of
silicon tubes obtained after in-situ removal of ZnO are shown in Figure 7.3.1(d). The
resulting silicon nanotube walls are found to be polycrystalline based on transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis. The compositional line profile analysis revealed
that the ZnO is completely absent from silicon tubes within the detection limit. The most
beneficial feature of the vapor phase process seems to be the complete removal of ZnO
and the absence of SiOx layer formation inside nanotube walls. This is an important
consideration as one would expect that the oxygen released during the decomposition of
zinc oxide could form a silica layer. As it can be observed from Figure 7.3.1(c) for 2
hours removal duration, a portion of ZnO nanowires was present in the cores (Figure
7.3.1 (c)). The removal of ZnO nanowires was also investigated by chemical dissolution
using a formic acid solution of pH 6 over several hours (typically overnight). Even
though the ZnO nanowires were removed completely, the samples showed a highly
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oxygen rich silicon nanotubes. These samples however, did not exhibit good
performance, showing low capacities ~ 600 mAh/g and holding just a few cycles. Thus,
the wet chemistry approach results in the diffusion of oxygen in to silicon nanostructures
when removing the sacrificial layer. The data suggests that in-situ removal method is
more efficient while avoiding the oxygen diffusion into silicon tube wall. As silicon is
deposited from the vapor phase on ZnO nanowire thin film, the resulting nanotube walls
are well connected (Figure 7.3.2). Further, there is no need for additional annealing step
and use of any conductive binder. In addition, the adhesion of the silicon nanotube thin
film on the substrate is also good due to continuity of the film.
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Figure 7.3.1 a) A SEM image of ZnO nanowires used as sacrificial template. b) A SEM
image of ZnO nanowires covered with Si film. c) A SEM image of Si nanotubes after
ZnO nanowires removal for 2 hours d) A SEM image of silicon nanotubes after removal
of ZnO core using a mixture of 2%H2 in Ar for 5 hours at 600 ºC.
Figure 7.3.2 shows the SEM images of the synthesized silicon nanotubes
connected to each other forming a web-like network. Figure b shows a closer view to the
net showed in figure a.
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Figure 7.3.2 a) and b) SEM images of silicon nanotubes showing silicon nanotubes
connected to each other.
Figure 7.3.3 shows the testing results for the 2 hours removal sample. For this sample the
zinc oxide nanowires were not removed completely. Thus the performance was not as
good as the 5 hours removal sample.

Figure 7.3.3 a) Charge-discharge curves of Silicon tube at the voltage range of 2.2-0.2 V
with current density of 100 mA/g. b) Capacities vs. cycle number of silicon tube
electrode at the voltage range of 2.2-0.2 V with current density of 100 mA/g for the
sample of 2 hours removal.
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Raman spectra for the resulting silicon nanotube film samples showed a peak
centered at 510 cm-1. This nc-Si:H sample showed a high first cycle capacity of ~4600
mAh/g. The observation of a first cycle capacity higher than that theoretically allowed
has been reported before for other nanoscale materials systems such as tin oxide174 and
silicon nanowires172. Contrastingly, the Raman peak was observed around 507 cm-1 for
the sample just covered with silicon without removing the zinc oxide nanowires (Figure
7.3.4), indicating possible oxygen diffusion during the silicon deposition in the sample.
Surprisingly, the samples that do not show the characteristic Raman peak around 510 cm1

peak exhibited low capacity and short life time

Figure 7.3.4 shows the Raman peaks for the sample were the zinc oxide nanowires were
removed for 5 hours and the sample that was just covered with silicon without removing
the zinc oxide nanowires. As it can be observed the sample that undergo the removal of
the nanowires for 5 hours exhibit a Raman peak with a value of 510cm-1, whereas the
sample that still has the zinc oxide nanowires showed a value of 507cm-1 indicating the
possible diffusion of oxygen in to the silicon film.
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Figure 7.3.4 Ramman spectra for zinc oxide nanowires covered with Si without removal
step and typical Ramman spectra for a sample treated 5 hours with a mixture of H2/Ar for
nanowire removal.
Silicon nanotube thin film samples without removing ZnO nanowire cores were
also tested. This sample retained a capacity of 1500 mAh g−1 for 10 cycles. The
calculated theoretical capacity for then ZnO nanowires covered with Si is around 1560
mAh g1. Thus, it is also possible to use them as high capacity anodes.
In previous reports, it was found that the room temperature dc conductivity σ of
nanocrystalline Si:H (nc-Si:H) is in the range of 10-3-10-1 (Ωcm)-1 (higher than crystalline
silicon).175, 169. Since there is no binder or conductive additive used in the samples for
testing, the conductive behavior of the samples is attributed to the presence of the ncSi:H. It is important to mention that after cycling, the Raman peak shifted showing a
value of 474 cm-1 indicating the presence of amorphous Si:H (a-Si:H)176 (figure 7.3.5).
The intermediate value of 510 cm-1 can be attributed to an intermediate, tiny
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nanocrystalline component attributed to the bond dilation at the grain boundaries or either
to the formation of thermodynamically stable nanocrystallites177.

Figure 7.3.5 Raman spectra of nc-Si:H nanotubes films. a) Before cycling b) After
cycling.
The lithium intercalation-de-intercalation cycling behavior is shown in Figure
7.3.6. The charge–discharge capacity curves of silicon nanotube anode electrode tested at
the voltage range of 2.2-0.002 V using current of 100 mAh g−1 are shown in Figure 7.3.6
(a). It has an initial discharge capacity of 4600 mAh g−1 during the first initial cycle.
Higher capacity could result from higher amount of lithium incorporation at
defects within silicon tube wall surfaces. Such behavior has been observed in other anode
materials systems164,

174

. The first cycle charging (lithium alloying) has a slope at the

region between 0.3-0.002 V. After the first cycle, the charge and discharge profile shows
the sloping curves of lithium intercalation with LixSi. The average charge potential is
around ~0.2 V and discharge potential of ~0.4 V, suggesting a low average potential of
~0.1 V, which means silicon nanotube anode is a good electrode with low
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charge/discharge hysteresis. The discharge capacity vs. cycle number of silicon nanotube
electrode was shown in Figure 7.3.6 (b). After 20 cycles, it still retains the capacity of
3600 mAh g−1. The Figure 7.3.6 (c) shows the discharge capacities vs. cycle number of
silicon nanotube electrode at the different current densities of 100, 500, 1000, 2000, and
4200 mA g−1. It shows the first initial discharge capacities of 4600, 2700, 2200, 1800,
and 1200 mAh g−1 at the current densities of 100, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4200 mA/g
respectively. The cyclic voltammetry of the silicon nanotube anode electrode at the
voltage range of 2.2 C-0.002 V with a scan speed of 5 mV s−1 is shown in Figure 7.3.6
(d). The charge current shows the formation of Li-Si alloy, which begins at the voltage of
0.15V and become large at 0.1V. During discharge, the current peak appears at 0.54V.
During the second cycle, the peak potential at 0.15 V shifted to lower voltage
indicating the crystal to amorphous phase change. We observe large capacities mainly
below 0.5 V from the silicon nanotube electrode from cyclic voltammetry data may be
due to the LixSi. The cathodic peak at 0.25 could be attributed to the decomposition of
LixSi to Si and Lix.
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Figure 7.3.6 a) First charge-discharge curves of silicon tube at 0.024C. b) Discharge
capacities vs. cycle number of silicon tube at a current of 100 mA/g c) Discharge
capacities vs. cycle number of silicon tube at different rate of 500mA/g, 1000mA/g,
2000mA/g, 4200mA/g d) Cyclic voltammetry of silicon tube at the scan rate of 1mV/s.
The charge-discharge capacities versus cycle number of silicon nanotube thin film
are shown in Figure 7.3.7. In this plot it is possible to observe an initial discharge
capacity of 4766 mAh/g and a charge capacity of 3095 mAh/g using C/24 rate during the
first cycles which corresponds to a coulombic efficiency of 65%.

However, the

coulombic efficiency jumped up to 97% at higher C rates > C/8. At low rates, the sample
spends a much longer time in the electrolyte during alloying and de-alloying reactions.
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During the first Li+ insertion, silicon tube exhibited a high capacity of 4766
mAh/g, which is higher than the theoretical capacity of silicon 4200 mAh/g. However,
the first discharge capacity is not fully released after de-insertion due to the massive
irreversibility of the first lithiation step. This phenomena can be attributed mainly to the
irreversible reduction of the electrolyte to form a surface passivation layer on the active
particles; namely solid electrolyte interphase 62. The large difference in charge- discharge
capacities of silicon tube could also be due to the lithium storage on defects such as edges
and hydrogen containing surface groups 62, 63.
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Figure 7.3.7 Coulombic efficiency as a function of cycles for silicon nanotube thin films.

Silicon nanotube thin film samples without removing ZnO nanowire cores were
also tested (Figure 7.3.8). This sample retained a capacity of 1500 mAh g−1 for 10 cycles
(S4). The calculated theoretical capacity for then ZnO nanowires covered with Si is
around 1560 mAh g-1. Thus, it is also possible to use them as high capacity anodes.
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Figure 7.3.8 Zinc oxide nanowires covered with silicon a) Charge discharge curve of zinc
oxide nanowires covered with silicon at voltage range of 2.2-0.002 V with current density
of 100 mA/g. b) SEM image showing the Zinc oxide nanowires covered with silicon.
The silicon nanotubes preserved their morphology after cycling as shown in the
TEM images in Figure 7.3.9. Also, the compositional line profile shows that the walls are
rich in silicon and poor in oxygen. While the silicon content decreases corresponding to
the void space characteristic of the nanotubes. However, the Raman analysis indicates
that the Si transforms into an amorphous phase after the cycling. Previous reports
observed this behavior after one cycle178,

179

.

The mechanical resistance of these

nanostructures can be attributed to their small size and thin wall thickness comparing to
other synthetized silicon nanotubes. In this case, due to the short length of the resulting
nanotubes, it is possible that the electrolyte can diffuse inside of the tubular structure.
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Furthermore, the formation of a uniform thin solid electrolyte layer both inside
and outside of the tubular structures can lead to an enhanced lifetime in terms of cycling.

Figure 7.3.9 a) and b) TEM images of silicon nanotubes after cycling c) and d)
compositional line profile analysis.
In the following the Table 7.3.1 the performance of our synthetized silicon
nanotube thin films is compared with other reports on silicon nanostructures as anodes
for LIBs applications. As it can be observed the performance obtained is very competitive
with the existing silicon nanostructures considering also, the low temperature synthesis
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required as well as the ZnO nanowires as cheap molds for the nanotube synthesis. It is
important to notice that most of the silicon nanostructures that had been used as anodes in
LIBs either require the use of binders, such as the case of silicon nanoparticles or
coatings such as the silicon nanotubes and nanowires as observed in the first column of
the table where the nanostructure is described. The use of binders and coatings help to
increase the lifetime of the battery by avoiding their mechanical failure. In our case,
either our nanowires or nanotubes used any of these two which results in an overall
simple and cheap way to synthetize silicon anodes. Furthermore, typically the reported
silicon nanowires are synthetized using gold as catalyst, which requires higher growth
temperatures and costly gold removal process due to the high chemical stability of gold.
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Table 7.3.1. State of the art of silicon nanostructures as anodes in LIBs.

Silicon nanostructure

Performance

Rate

Silicon nanoparticles with NaCMC as binder180

1200 mAh g −1
for 70 cycles

C/28

Silicon particles with pure poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA)181

2500 mAh g −1
for 100 cycles

C/20

Silicon nanoparticles with alginate as binder182

2000 mAh g −1
for 100 cycles

1C

Porous silicon nanoparticles183

2780 mAh g
−1for 100 cycles

0.2C

Coated silicon nanoparticles with microporous
carbon by a simple encapsulation184

1200 mAh g −1
for 40 cycles

0.55C

Yolk-shell of carbon on silicon nanoparticles185

1100 mAh g −1
for 1000 cycles

1C

Silicon/graphene composite186

1400 mAh g −1 at
0.25 C for 200
cycles

0.25C and
0.5C
respectively

1000 mAh g −1 at
0.5 C for 200
cycles
Silicon nanoparticles into mesoporous carbon187

700 mAh g −1 for
50 cycles

1C

Carbon coated silicon nanotubes173

3247 mAh g −1
for 200 cycles

5C

Arrays of sealed silicon nanotubes188

2924 mAh g −1
for 50 cycles

0.2C

Double-walled Si/SiOx nanotubes189

600 mAh g −1 for
6000 cycles

12C

Si NWs obtained via a plasma-enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PE-CVD)171

600 mAh g −1 for
70 cycles

2C

Carbon−Silicon Core−Shell Nanowires190

2000 mAh g −1
for 50 cycles

C/5

Our silicon nanotube thin films191

2000 mAhg-1 for
50 cycles

C/8
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7.4 Summary
Silicon nanotube thin films (~20 micron) without any conducting binders were
synthesized directly on stainless steel substrate and were investigated as anodes for
lithium ion batteries. Our results suggest that the silicon nanotube thin film retained its
morphology with cycling, suggesting they were able to compensate mechanical stresses
through volumetric expansions in the radial direction. The use of ZnO nanowire thin
films as templates on metal substrates allowed the synthesis of high load silicon
nanotubular structures (1 – 1.5 mg/cm2). Even without using conducting binders, these
electrodes showed good performance (3600 mAh g1 at 100 mA/g for 20 cycles and 1200
mAh/g at 1C and 2000 mAh/g at C/8 after 50 cycles). Our data suggests that the
performance depends upon the nature of the silicon nanotube wall, i.e., nc-Si:H phase
versus the presence of oxygen. The silicon nanotubes using wet chemical dissolution of
ZnO nanowire cores contained significant amounts of oxygen and did not perform well
with electrochemical cycling.
Regarding the application of silicon nanowires to lithium ion batteries it is
possible to settle that the low yield ≈ 0.7mg/h limits their practical applications as anodes
for LIBs. However we were able to synthetize silicon nanowires smaller than 300nm in
diameter which is Critical fracture size of Si. Despite this as a preliminary conclusion it is
possible to attribute the nanowires lost of mechanical integrity due to the mismatched
volume changes between the material and the metal substrate. However this should be
further studied.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, plasma-molten metal synergistic effects were investigated for the
synthesis of silicon nanowires at low temperatures. The conclusions for this dissertation
are detailed below.
Gallium cannot catalyze the silicon nanowire growth without the use of plasma
excitation even at high temperatures. With the help of gentle plasma excitation, the Ga
droplets can catalyze the growth of silicon nanowires at temperatures as low as 200 ºC.
Ga droplets with diameters larger than 200 nm resulted in nanowires with sizes smaller
than droplet diameter due to non-wetting of Ga droplets on substrates. The growth
kinetics was found to be limited by dissolution kinetics under the pressures of less than
0.5 torr. A model is proposed to explain the plasma-Ga synergistic effect which involves
the formation of Ga-H as intermediate for the dehydrogenation of silyl species from the
gas phase. The model implies that the atomic hydrogen interacts with molten Ga and
forms Ga-H species both on the surface and in the bulk. The size of Ga droplets and
resulting silicon nanowires could be controlled using reduced Gallia nanoparticles.
The alloys of Gallium with aluminum and gold also catalyze the growth of silicon
nanowires at low temperatures but only under the presence of gentle plasma. The
estimated activation energy barrier values from growth kinetics data indicate that there is
no remarkable difference in the activation energy for pure Ga and Ga-Au alloy. This is
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attributed to the formation of a Ga rich shell on the Au-Ga alloy droplet surface that
makes the behavior to be more Ga likely. In the case of the Al-Ga alloy, the estimated
activation barrier (~48.6 kJ/mol) is more than that obtained for pure Ga or Ga-Au alloys
(~34 kJ/mol). No definite conclusion can be drawn to explain the difference but the ease
of oxidation of aluminum is suspected to cause higher activation barrier.
The interaction of hydrogen with Ga in the presence of plasma was confirmed by
monitoring pressure changes. First principles modeling confirmed the significant
interaction of atomic hydrogen with molten Ga with formation of high amounts of
adsorbed hydrogen on surface, rapid diffusion through bulk and steady state
concentrations of hydrogen inside bulk. Theoretical results are consistent with
experimental observations on the hydrogen interactions with molten Ga under the
presence of plasma.
The synthesis of silicon nanotubes using plasma for lithium ion batteries is
demonstrated. The silicon nanotube thin film electrode exhibited an initial discharge
capacity near the theoretical value for silicon. These nanotubes accommodated large
volume changes with lithiation and exhibit stable capacity retention. The presence of
hydrogenated nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H) is shown to be essential for the silicon
nanotube thin film performance for lithium ion battery applications. This procedure
results in an overall cheap a reproducible process that can lead to a potential scalability.
In summary, the work described in this dissertation resulted in the development of
a low temperature growth process that combines the use of plasma and a low melting
metal. Furthermore, the studies yielded insight into plasma-molten metal synergistic
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effect which could be exploited for other vapor-liquid-solid growth methods and also for
reactions of great importance.
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CHAPTER 9

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The studies presented in this dissertation suggest some potential directions for
future work. Specifically, the studies presented with interaction of hydrogen and nitrogen
with molten Ga in the presence of plasma excitation suggest potential way for synthesis
of ammonia at mild conditions. Similarly, such interaction of hydrogen and nitrogen with
molten Ga in the presence of plasma could lead to other interesting applications in the
plasma catalysis field.

9.1 Plasma catalysis synthesis of ammonia
Recently, the use of plasma catalysis has emerged as a promising alternative for
the synthesis of ammonia at milder conditions. The non-equilibrium plasma approach
allows the generation of NH radicals when using a N2/H2 mixture making possible to
obtain ammonia. Besides, it has been observed to enhance the ammonia yield when the
metal catalyst is placed in the plasma region indicating a synergism between the catalyst
and the plasma19, 192.
This synergism has been confirmed by the measurement of the species formed,
both in the plasma flame and the catalyst surface when using an ECR plasma. By
changing the nature of the catalytic surface it was possible to register a change in the
species present. Once the activated species of diatomic nitrogen and the NHx species
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undergo surface adsorption on the catalyst they lead to ammonia desorption by reacting
with hydrogen193. When using plasma and iron wires combined it has been observed that
the ammonia production is doubled in a period of 3h at 5torr and 620± 50 K. It has been
concluded that the use of plasma catalysis results in two orders of magnitude higher
yields than the process without the discharge194.

It can be observed from the previous mentioned reports, that in plasma catalysis it is not
the dissociative adsorption of nitrogen the rate limiting step for ammonia production as it
is for traditional catalysis. This is mainly because, in the absence of plasma the normal N2
triple bond is hard to dissociate into atoms even using a catalyst. Furthermore, at high
temperatures it has a low sticking probability leading to the dissociative adsorption of N2
as the rate limiting step.
In the case of plasma catalysis the excitation of N2 changes completely the situation. The
excited N2* molecule is highly reactive due to its bi-radical nature. It can sticks without
fail to the surface and it is likely to dissociate into adatoms N (atomic). In this case it is
the nitride formation that imposes a major limitation195. In this case the coexistence of
hydrogen is necessary to successfully lead to the synthesis of ammonia. The adsorbed H
(atomic) or the hydrogen from the gas phase will combine with N (atomic) to yield NH
and NH2, then the valence of the nitrogen is filled and NH3 is desorbed from the surface.
The whole process can be summarized as follows:
N2 →N2* excitation
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N2* → 2N (atomic) dissociative adsorption
N (atomic) + 3H/H (atomic) → NH3 surface reaction over catalyst
When using Ga and hydrogen/nitrogen in the presence of plasma it is possible to
observe the adsorption of these gases in the molten metal. As shown in Figure 9.1.1, both
gases can be adsorbed on the surface of Ga when it is exposed to plasma. The set up for
these experiments consists in a batch reactor with a pressure sensor. Once the temperature
and the pressure of the system is stabilized and the chamber is loaded with capillaries
covered with Ga the plasma power is turned on. The dramatic pressure drop when the
plasma is on can be explained by the adsorption of the gas species in to the molten metal.
Once the pressure is stable again, the increase in pressure when the plasma is turned off
indicates the desorption of the gases proving in this way the synergism between molten
metals and plasma.

Figure 9.1.1 a) Adsorption of hydrogen and nitrogen in gallium at 400 ˚C and 140 W, b)
Plot when there is no gallium in the reactor chamber.
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As it has been pointed out is the hydrogenation of N (atomic) species that is the
rate limiting step196 for the case of plasma catalysis, then by having high concentrations
of hydrogen on the catalyst surface it is possible to facilitate this step and lead to high
yields. Our previous work has shown that Ga in the presence of plasma can act as a
hydrogen sink55, 49
It is expected that under the presence of plasma the excited N2* molecules can
stick in to the molten metal surface and very likely to break further in to N (atomic). Due
the high concentration of atomic hydrogen and nitrogen inside this volume it is possible
to achieve high ammonia conversion efficiencies (Figure 9.1.2).

Figure 9.1.2 Schematic of the proposed set up for ammonia reaction using plasma
catalysis.
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The use of molten metal alloys using Ga such as Ni5Ga3 has been demonstrated to
be particularly active and selective for CO2 reduction to methanol at low pressures. The
reaction mechanism in this case consists in a series of hydrogenation reactions that can be
favored when having this molten alloy comparing with traditional precious metal
catalysts197. Furthermore, the Ga rich sites have shown to favor the methanol formation.
9.2 Synthesis of GaN crystals at low temperature and sub atmospheric pressure
The bulk growth of GaN requires high temperatures (typically 1200 oC) and
pressures (7.5 x 105 torr) which limits this approach. The growth of GaN crystals have
been demonstrated to happen at low temperature ~ 800 ºC and 1.2 torr. Since this low
pressure, metastable crystal growth process relies in two main phenomena: the nitrogen
dissolution and crystallization out of Ga melts. It is expected that the presence of plasma
helps to the dissolution of nitrogen which leads to the nucleation and growth of GaN
crystals. It has been proposed that active nitrogen is generated by a plasma comprising N,
N+, N2* and the remainder N266.
Further experiments to understand the growth mechanism of these crystals can be
done.
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